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PREFACE 

The purpose of t his study is: 

A. To classify (1) on the basis of content, (2) on the basis of 

narrative method, (3) on the basis of uuderlying purpose , 

the English novels of the eighteenth century which employ 

Imagina~ Voyage as a motif, 

B. To inquir e into the origin of the Imaginary Voyage as a 

narrative device in fiction , to establish the relation of the 

eighteenth century voyage novel to earlier novels of the same 

type , and to estimate the ultimate influence whic h the 

voyage novel exerted upon the history of fi ction, as well as 

upon the movement of ideas in England during the eighteenth 

century . 

In the p11rsuance of this ·purpose the following English 

novels have been subjected to analysis and criticism: 

Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Defoe's The Consolidator, SWift's 

Gulliver's Travels, Berington ' s Gaudentio ~ Lucca, Paltook's 

Peter Wilkins, and Daniel's(?) Life of John Daniel . The ------
·inquiry into the probable indebtedness of these novels to 

earlier examples of the type calls for the examination of 

narratives of various ages and countries, but chiefly those of 

the seventeenth .century in France. 
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On the basis of ideational content the Imaginary Voyages 

may be classified as Philosophical and Non- Philosophical, de

pending upon the purpose of the writer; on the basis of 

narrative method they may be classified as Fantastic and 

Realistic ; on the basis of W1derlying purpose they may be 

classified as Satirical or Non-Satirical . 

Throughout the research the many obvious limitations are 

my own . The merits, in no small measure, may be attributed to 

the generous assistance and the untiring effort of Dr. L. M. 

Ellison , who with his great professional skill, has guided me 

in the work, to Miss Buffum and Miss Halbert, who have made of 

the library a pleasure resort, and to J . o. Garrett, whose 

personal sacrifice and belief in the possibility of my 

accomplishment have made the attempt potential. To these I 

am deeply grateful . 

~ . J-o.9~ 
/ 

Stephenville, Texas 
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INTRODUCTION 

All accounts of travel are narratives either of voyages 

that have actually been made , or of voyages that have had no 

existence outside the writer's imagination . These two types 

of narratives may be termed (1) Authentic and (2) Imaginary , 

or Fictitious Voyages . The Authentic and the Fictitious 

Voyages have striking likenesses . The former is an authentic 

travel account marked with occasional plays of imagination , 

while the latter is strictly a work of the imagination with 

markings of feigned authenticity. This study will deal only 

with the fictitious type . 

The term Philosophic is employed ·in this research to 

designate the Imaginary or Fictitious Voyage in which the 

author's criticism of society is set forth in the £orm of an 

Imaginary Voyage ma.de by one or more Europeans to a non 

existent or little known country , including an account of the 

traveler's journey and adventures , together with the 

description of the society visited . The term Non- Philosophic 

is used to designate the type of voyage narrative in which the 

author's primary purpose is to entertain the reader . Such a 

narrative may have passages of didactic material , but its 

purpose is not to construct a concrete embodiment of an abstract 

theory . 



The term Fantastic is used in this study to designate the 

Imaginary Voyage in which the marvelous is so prominent as to 

make it obviously unreal . The term Realistic is employed to 

designate the Imaginary Voyage, to an existent or seemingly 

existent country in which the adventures are kept wi thin the 

realm of the possible . 

xix 



CHAPTER I 

ANCESTRAL INFLUENCE ON THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
IMAGI NARY VOYAGE OF ENGLAND 

I . The Ori gi n of the Imaginary Voyage 

A. The Social and Intellectual Condit i ons out of Which 

the Imaginary Voyage Developed 

The eighteenth century Im.aiginary Voyage is a penetrating 

form of literature employed by writers who , seeking a new 

medium for instruction , borrow the popular form of travel 

l i t eratur e i n or der t o attract readers to a serious theme . 

This type of fict ion is a parallel t o the novel of propaganda , 

which a t tempted the solution of social problems in the late 

eighteenth century . It is an effective way in which to issue 

sugar-coa ted pills to an ailing society. 

The Imaginary Voyage is not a spontaneous creation of the 

eighteenth century. Its ul timat.e progenitors are as remote as 

the Odyssey of Homer , the Republic of Plato, and the True 

History of Lucian . The Odyssey is a Fantastic Voyage of the 

Non- Philosophic variety ; t he Republic is a philosophic accotmt 

of en i maginary commonwealth ; and the True History is the earl i 

est known Philosophic Voyage of the Fantastic type . It was the 

True History which established the precedent of unreality that 

persists in the voyages of the Fantastic class . It combined for 

t he first time the adventure of ·travel and the satirical repre

sentation of an imaginary commonw~alth , &nd it has surpassed all 



other voyages in serving as a mine of material for a host of 

writers of every age . 

Primitive interest in the marvelous underwent no diminution 

during the middle ages . The oycles of dream visions and the 

mass of spiritual allegories attest this medieval delectation . 

The Divine Comedy , the legend of st . Patrick's Purgator y , and 

the Marvelous Voyages of st . Brandon all show affiliation with 
1 

the literature of fantastic travel and grotesque adventure . 

This literature served largely as inspiration for the Fantastic 

form of the earlier Philosophic Voyage . 

The Philosophio Voyage of t he Fantastic type was revived 

in France near the middle of the sixteenth century , by Rabelais 

in his Voyages of Pantagruel , which show unmistakable indebted

ness to Lucian . For a time this voyage literature had its 

richest growth in France . About the middle of the seventeenth 

century Cyrano de bergerac produced his Histoire Comique de la 

lune , the voyage about which criticism of this type .of litera

ture centers . 

The study of the eighteenth century Imaginary Voyage ~n 

its historical applications constitutes an interesting, but 

hitherto fragmentary chapter in the record of man ' s expanding 

culture . It is for the purpose of establishing more clearly 

2 

its relations with certain important predecessors in the history 

of ideas, that this study is unde~taken . Since the relations of 

these ea~ly voyagers bear directly upon the whole subject under 

1 
Eddy , A Critical Study of Gulliver's Travels, p . 15 . 



investigation , a short synopsis of each follows: 

B. Lucian , True History , 170 A. D. 

Lucian's voyagers , a group of fifty men , set sail 
for discoveries beyond the western ocean . They encoun
ter a storm of eighty days' duration , landing at last 
on a magic island , which bears the mark , in the form of 
an inscriptional brass pillar , of the gods Bacchus a~d 
Hercules . The women of this island are of the cling
ing vine type , bei ng ha l f woman and half vine . Some of 
the voyagers undergo a like transformation and remain 
fast in the enterlaoing tendrils . The ship , on leaving 
this island , is caught up by a whirl -wind and carried to 
the moon . King Endymion receives the men hospitably , 
and enlists them as his own soldiers in preparation for 
war against King Phaeton . Endymion's forces , eight 
hundred strong , are mounted on three headed eagles so 
huge that each feather is as large ass ship ' s mast , but 
the Lunarians meet with tragic defeat . 

The moon is inhabited by a strange people . Their 
physical power is sustained by the odor of roasted frogs; 
they wear clothing made of glass ; they drink air squeezed 
into goblets ; they preserve their sight by removing their 
eyes . Often the rich buy the eyes of the poor . They 
know nothing of death . They vanish when life is fin 
ished . 

From the moon the travelers go to the city of Lan
terns , where they meet several adventures . The most 
astounding experience is their being swallowed by an 
enormous whale . Within this great cavity they ·find a 
wooded island on which an old man and his son are living , 
having for twenty years been vi ctims of the whale ' s ra.
paci ty . Eventually they make their escape by setting 
fire to the island forest , whi ch causes the whale to. 
sicken and die . Then they prop open his jaws with great 
beams , and sail out into the sea . 

The next stop , of greatest i nterest , is on the 
island of the Blessed , whi ch has palaces of gold and 
pavements of ivory. The demigods are here . Socrates is 
temporarily in disgrace , having carried levity too far ; 
Plato is mar ooned on an island alone , and makes laws 
forever; Diogenes has married , and has become a drunkard ; 
The Stoics are kept busy ·climbing the Hill of Virtue ; 
they are not admitted to the ' city , neither are the 
Academicians , who have denied the existence of the place . 
The travelers have other experiences of lesser impor
tance , but the. story closes ·abruptly with a promise of 
more . 2 

2 
Eddy , pp. 16- 17 . 
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The True History is a Philosophic Voyage of the Fantastic 

type written for the purpose of ridiculing the forgeries of 
3 

historians. Lucian insists , in his preface , that thi s 

story is no exaggeration of supernatural accounts given by 

contemporary travelers , but since it is a satire on those 

accounts , 1t could not be without exaggeration. Even the 

adventures are enlarged beyond the bounds of the normal, but 

writers as far removed as the eighteenth century caught from 

him the spirit with which they embellished their own works . 

C. Rabelais , Voyages of Pantagruel !.2_ the Queendom 

of Ethelechy , Lanternland, etc. (1547) 

Books 4 and 5 

Influences of Lucian are clearly s~own in the works of 

the sixteenth century romancer Rabela..is. In books four and 

five of his Voyages of Pantagruel , Panurge and Pantagruel , 

the giants , go from the world of Error in search of Truth , 

which Rabelais represents as being found in a bottle . They 

make observations on the island of Medamothy , and at 

Pettifogging. After dangers of shipwreck by storm, they find 

refuge in Macreons, where they are safe from Popish persecu

tions . Later they discover a ringing island inhabited by a 

Pope- hawk, Bishop-hawks , Abbot- hawks, and Cardinal-hawks; 

they pass through the Queendom of Whims , and visit other 

3 
Ibid ., p . 18. 
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lands , including Lanternland , before they reach the oracle 

of the bottle . 

The work of Rabelais is a Philosophic Fantastic Voyage 

purporting to satirize extravagant reports of travelers, unfair 

politics, vices of degenerate clergymen , religious conceptions, 

exaggerations of academic learning, and the pedantry of the 
4 

age . 

D. Cyrano de Bergerac , Histoire Comique 

de la lune (1657), and Histoire 

Comique du soliel (1657) 

The voyages of Cyrano show influences of Plato and Lucian , 

and in turn influence many later writers . 

Cyrano , himself the adventurer, attempts a voyage to the 
moon by attaching small bottles filled with morning dew 
to his belt in the hope that the dew will be drawn up 
by the sun . He ascends for a time by means of the evapor
ation , while the earth revolves beneath him. The quantity 
of dew proving to be insufficient for such an ascension, 
he falls into a deep valley in Canada . To relieve his 
wounds he anoints himself with marrow. As an assistance 
in the ascent , he had placed himself in a sort of ma.ch~ne, 
which is wrecked in the fall . Soldiers find the wrecked 
machine and attach to it rows of rockets for a display of 
fireworks . Cyrano appears as the amusement begins, and 
jumps into the machine to stop the lighted match . He goes 
up with the explosion . lhen the firing ceases through 
the exhaustion of the rockets , the machine begins to fall 
to the earth. The moon , in its waning stage, sucks up the 
beef marrow with which Cyrano had saturated his wounds . 
On reaching the moon , he finds inhabitants twelve cubits 
high . A montebank exhibits him &s a dwarf in a circus . 
He meets Socrates, who takes him to the court, where he 
becomes the pet of the Queen and the Courtiers. Philoao -

4 
Dunlop , History of Fiction , Vol. II , p . 299 . 
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phers argue about his species, and conclude that he and the 
Queen ' s dwarf are of a common stock. The two dwarfs are 
confined in a cage, where they converse on philosophy and 
pick up from the spectators a smattering of the moon lang
uage . Some of the moon freethinkers suppose them to be 
endowed with reason, but others scoff at the idea of 
nature ' s wasting intelligence upon such misshapen crea
tures . The quarrel grows into violence . Cyrano is arraign
ed before a public assembly , which passes upon his ration
ality. The verdict is negative , and he is confined again 
in the cage . He almost loses his life by his assertion that 
the moon is a moon and not an earth , being forced to retract 
his statement in public . A giantess fal ls in love with him , 
and begs to accompany him to earth . After becoming acquain
ted with the manners and customs of the moon people he 
returns with Socrates to Italy. 5 

E. In the Histoire Comique du soliel of 1657 

Cyrano lives for a time on a star , where the inhabitants 
speak a universal language . From the star he goes to the 
sun . Here the people have the power of transforming 
themselves into other beings . A nightingale directs him 
to a province , where he is tried by a tribunal of birds . 
He is found guilty of being a human monster , and is 
sentenced to be devoured by insects. 6 

The Philosophic Fantastic Voyages · of Cyrano de Bergerac 

show strangely the influence of science of the age; much 

sllperstition is ironically introduced , and many startling 

forecasts of modern discoveries are made . In the second 

voyage scathing satire on the human race is shown in Cyrano's 

arraignment and condemnation by the tribunal of birds . 

In the eighteenth century Philosophic Voyage of the 

Fantastic type there are many incidents and ideas parallel to 

these of the earlier years . ·Specific analogies and obvious 

source relations will be noted in their proper connection . 

5 
Cyrano de Bergerac , Histoire Comique ~ l a. lune. 

6 
Cyrano de Bergerac , Histoire Comique du soliel. 



II . The Influence of the Actual Voyage during the Age 

of Geographic Discovery and Exploration 

A. The Development of Credulity 

The marvelous fourteenth century stories in the Voyage 

and Travail of Sir John Mandeville, which tell of dog- faced 

men , of birds that carry off elephants , of giants twenty- eight 

feet tall , and of the desert inhabited by devils as multitudi 

nous as grasshoppers , were suited to the credulous spirit of 

7 

the time , but with the world discoveries of the Elizabethan 

voyagers a limited credulity developed . Such reports as these 

of 1~ndeville were no longer accepted authority on far away 

regions . Unusual interest in geographic discoveries is evi

denced by the publication of au.oh works as Richard Hakluyt's 

voyages of 1587 , which will be treated as a separate topic, 

followed by subsequent collections of voyage accounts in the 

early seventeenth century . Possibly the best known of these 

collections is the Cosmography , . of De Bry and Sons ,- the engrav

ers , of about 1600 . This work, a history of discoveries and 

explorations in five continents , brought realistic conceptions 

of far places. of the earth to the Europeain reader , and developed 

a profound public interest . The illustrated accounts of voyages, 

shipwrecks , explorations , descriptions of flora and fauns , 

tables of languages , maps , and accounts of battles all give to 
7 

the work a curiously life-like quality . 

7 
Geoffrey Atkinson , The Extraordinary Voyage in French 

Literature before 1700, p . 2. · · 



When the novelty of geographic discoveries spent itself, 

there remained a continued interest in foreign peoples, and in 

strange manners and customs . Because of this public interest , 

such writers aa Gabriel Foigny and Denis Vairasse chose to 

8 

be imaginary voyagers , using this means of travel to give their 

thought lasting form. 

The interest aroused by geographic discoveries produced the 

Realistic type of Imaginary Voyage . The Fantastic Voyages 

vary in the adventure employed , but the- narrative forms of the 

Realistic Voyage are the same. They almost invariably relate 

the experiences of an ordinary seaman , whose route is marked 

by the compass and the north star, and not by fancy . These 

writers drew for their realistic setting on published accounts 

of actual voyages of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries . 

They placed in this setting imaginary and usually uncorrupted 

peoples for the purpose of showing defects in European 

Civilization. 

B. Richard Hakluyt , ~rincipal Navigations, 

Voyages~ Discoveries of~ English 

Nation (1589) 

The work of Richard Hakluyt is one of collection and 

compilation . He was a clergyman. who , through the influence 

of an uncle , became inspired in childhood with the thought 

of travel and travel l iterature . In certain books of 

Cosmography the uncle , with a magic wand pointed out to 



9 

Hakluyt the unknown seas, gulfs, straits, capes, rivers, 

empires, kingdoms , and territories, and then read to him from 

.Psalms , CVII : "They that go down to the sea in ships and 

occupy the great waters, they seek the works o~ the Lord and 
8 

his wonders in the deep." This deli ght of an evening began 

an interest that lasted a life time . He determined, that with 

God's assistance , he would know something of this kind of 

literature . 

Hackluyt began early to ransack chronicl es, to investigate 

papers of merchant companies, to interview travelers, and to 

examine records. He printed unpublished narratives of English 

explorers in all parts of the world; he made translations of· 

narratives of foreign travel; he created for himself an enviable 

place i n literature by hi s revelation of the spirit and energy 

of the age, in his Principal Navigations, Voyages and 

Discoveries of the Englisp Nation, a work of several volume 

which appeared in 1589. 

Through Hakluyt we trace the beginning of' maritime and 

mercantile enterprise , which constitutes the mainspring .of the 

literature of disvovery. There is proof that Shakespeare knew 

Hakluyt's pages, and for eighteenth century ~ravel writers, 

his work was a valuable source of material and profound 

inspiration as well. 

8 
Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, 

p. 77. 



c. William Dampier , Voyage Around the World (1697) 

William Dampier , the English navigator , distinguished 

himself as a travel writer with the publication of his Voyage 

Around the World . This record of his travels as a privateer 

or as a pirate along the Peruvian Coast , of his search for the 

East Indies, of his crossing the Pacific , of hia stay on the 

Microbar Island, of his trading voyages, and of his return to 

England , shows such unaffected simplicity , and reveals such a 

power of eager , sympathetic observation that the book has 

delighted thousands of readers . 

10 

Dampier set down in his journal just what he saw and heard 

in travel . He wrote his voyage from this record , omitting 

many events in which he figured as a prominent participant . 

Two years later he published his second volume, Voyages and 

Discoveries , which is s collection of journal left- overs . This 

volume was for a time the most popular t r avel work in the 

English language . Dampier's books were "best sellers" in the 

early eighteenth century , and were used as models by later 

writers . There are few better things in English travel litera

ture than his Voyage to Tonquin in Part I of his second 
9 

volume . The publication of such reports stirred the enthusi -

asm of readers and gave tremendous impetus to the vogue of 

travel literature , both real and ,i maginary . 

9 
William Dampier , Voyages and Discoveries , Introduction , 

p . viii. 



D. Gabriel Foigny , La Terre Australe Connue (1676) 

La Terre Australe Connue , by Foigny , the first Philosophic 

Voyage of the Realistic type , is a narrative reflecting 

characteristics of the author's own tempestuo,us life in his 

search for freedom of spirit . His sceptical attitude towar d 

institutions , his abhorrence of tyrannical oppression , and his 

zeal for liberty influenced him to turn imaginary voyager and 

discover a country of equality after his own fancy , using 

Sadeur as proxy. The means whi ch the hero empl oys to discover 

this country , and his description of it , furnish the material 

for the narrative . Foigny tells us in "Au lecteur r' of his 

La Terre Australe Connue that the author of Sadeur's life and 

adventures was eye-witness of his tragic fall overboard his 

home-coming vessel, of his rescue , of the provi dential 

preservation of his memoirs , and of his death as a result of 

the fall . This voyage established the precedent of defunct 

travelers as the most brilliant witness of authenticity of this 

type of novel . 

The narrative begins with the adoption of the infant 
Sadeur by natives on the coast of Spain after a shipwreck 
in which the father and mother were victims . The ship
master , claiming equitable possession of the child by 
right of godfather , takes the matter to court . Being re 
fused such right , he steals the infant and flees, but a 
stray shot sinks the ship off the coast of Portugal , where 
the child is rescued and ·given into the care of a Jesuit , 
by whom he is reared and educated , and from whom he later 
obtains a written account of his birth and early adven
tures . Years pass , and Sadeur sets out for land travel, 
but pirates come ashore and take him to sea . A storm 
wrecks the ship , leaving him floating on the wreckage in 
the moonlight until he is resc;med by · a Portuguese vessel . 
It too is wrecked by storm off the coast of Madaga-scar , 

11 



but Sadeur manages to reach the shore . He climbs a tree 
after the manner of explorers , but he is driven down by 
enormous birds , and attacked by strange animals . As he 
makes his escape into the water , a h~ge bird grasps hi m 
in its talons , flies a considerable distance , and drops 
him on a rock . Another bird picks him up and continues 
the journey . While battling with the bird he is rescued 
by inhabitants of the Australian Continent . His courage 
and bravery in fighting the bird win the admiration of 
these people , who give him comfort , heal his wounds , and 
serve him fruit of gay colors . 

Sadeur is gratified at finding such a perfect common
wealth . He is i mpressed by its equal advantages , by its 
uniformity of language , of customs, and of buildings , by 
the community education , the community housing of nursing 
mothers , and of the community eating . He feels the 
superiority of their deistic religion to the revealed 
religion of Europe . He grows tired of such perfection , 
as Foigny would . For offenses carelessly committed , he is. 
tried by the "brothers" of the commonwealth , sentenced 
to eat of the fruit of the Balf and quit the world forever , 
but he makes his escape instead by means of one of the 
huge birds . 10 

E. Denis Vairasse D'Alais , L'Histoire des 
I Sevarambes (1677-1679) 

L'Histoire des Sevarambes, by Vairasse , because of its 

abundant circumstantial detail , was for a time generally 

accepted as an account of an authentic voyage . It proves. the 

author ' s familiarity with the authentic voyages of the time , 

with L'Histoire des Yncas , by Garcilasso de la Vega , and with 

the works of Plato , More, Bacon, and Campanella . 

The voyage is a narrative of the personal experiences of 

Captain Siden who, on his return , to Holland , dies opportunely, 

leaving memoirs of his adventures to a traveling companion . 

10 
Atkinson , pp . 38- 81 . 
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When a youth of about fifteen the hero leaves the 
coast of Italy in route to Botavia. During a storm at sea 
the vessel strikes a reef, and is destroyed . Out o~ the 
wreckage , a part of the crew construct a sailing vessel 
and continue their course , while Captain Si den and the 
others make a palisaded camp on the desert coast , and wait 
for relief. During an exploring expedition they find 
Severinde , an ideal province of perfect people , who banish 
from their company the halt , the lame , and the blind , for 
conservation of proper conditions of men . 

Sevarias (an anigram of Vairasse) , the founder of the 
province , was an educated Persian youth of great promise, 
who came to Australia in 1427 admirably equipped to found 
a perfect nation . He used fire - arms to convince the 
natives of his right to rule . He introduced sun-worship , 
abolished corrupt moral practices , and founded granaries 
wherein to store food against famine ; he regulated laws 
governing education , clothing and iodging ; he made marriage 
con~ulsory , and military service obligatory f or both sexes ; 
he decreed requisition of scheduled work , and determined 
the source of all honors ; he established a patriarchal form 
of government , organized a system of royal succession , and 
retired . 

13 

Captain Siden is again brought into the story in his seek

ing permission from a council member to return to Holland . The 

fact of his having died before reaching Holland relieves him from 
I 

the responsibility of publishing the story of the Sevarambes after 
11 

having promised to remain silent about them. 

II . The Engraftment of the Ideal Commonwealth upon the 

Imaginary Voyage 

A. Types of Commonwealths 

In its mature from the Philosophic Voyage represents a 

blend of two literary precedents : the narrative of adventurous 

travel , such as Homer ' s Odyssey wjth such descendants as the 

11 
Ibid., pp . 87- 138 . 



Arabian Nights stories, and the didactic account of an imagin

ary commonwealth . Plato ' s Republic is of thia type followed 

by More ' s Utopia , Bacon's New Atlantis , and Campanella.'s 

Civitas Solis . 

Of the adventurous narratives there are two types , the 

Fantastic and the Realistic , which have already been discussed. 

Of the commonwealths there are two: first an i deal one where 

the people live in a state of innocence under an ideal govern

ment , with unselfish customs , benevolent religion , and just 

laws , all in contrast with European Civilization ; second, an 

allegorical device of representing life under disguise , making 

man appear ridiculo11s , stupid , or disgusting. The Utopias 

included in this section are of the former type . Rabelais and 

Cyrano engraft the later type upon their Fantasti c Voyages . 

Engraftments of both are made upon the Fantastic and Realistic 

Voyages of the eighteenth century . 

B. Sir Thomas More , Utopia (1516) 

During the reaction following the middle ages , when 

medieval institutions were breaking down , and men were awaken

ing to the fact that governments wer e becoming corrupt and 

tyrannical , and social relations unjust and immoral , Sir 

Thomas More, a disciple of Plato , revealed in his Utopia 

14 

his conception of what a nation and a society should be. The 

Utopia is described by a seaman Raphael , one of Americus 

Vesp11ccius ' voyagers, as a newly discovered land in the western 



15 

sea which he visited in the course of his travels . The 

voyages themselves have no part in the account . This work is 

not only a picture of an ideal commonwealth , but it is a 

severe indictment of t he disorders in the social and economic 

transformation through which England was passing. More 

presents as a remedy for the ills an ideal state in which the 

keynote is moderat ion . 

The inhabitants of this commonwealth work six hours a day; 

they avoid war ; they have no taste for luxuries; they choose 

their king for the happiness of all , not for the interest of 

the few . In his treatment of law , labor , education , public 

health , and freedom of speech More strikes a modern note . As a 

lover of liberty , of justice, of truth and of toleration he 

opened a fresh view in the realm of speculation beyond the 
12 

power of knowledge . 

c. Francis Bacon , New Atlantis (1617) 

As the seventeenth century advanced men , prompted by .the 

spirit of inquiry , conceived philosophical and intellectual 

Utopias in which , by means of methods of scientific experi

mentation , the social and intellectual order would be remodeled . 

Under this inspiration Bacon wrote his New Atlantis . The work 

is a fragmentary sketch of the results he wished to see attained 

i n practical statecraft . It is a didactic description of 

12 
Ideal Empires!:!!£ Republic , ·ea. Andrews, pp . 128~164. 



another Utopia inhabited by scholars of Bacon's choosing , where 

his principles of philosophy might be carried out by political 

machinery and under state guidance. Here he founds the College 

of Six Days Work for the interpretation of nature and for 

16 

making marvelous· experiments for the benefit of man . This 

Utopia prefigures the Royal Society , foreshadows academies of 

science and observatories , and lends influence to the eighteenth 
13 

century imaginary travel productions . 

D. Thomas Campanella , O'ivitas Solis (1623) 

Campanella , a Dominican Monk , while imprisoned on a charge 

of conspiracy to overthrow the kingdom of Naples and found a 

Republic , wrote his Civitas Solis or City of the Sun basing his 

conclusions , as does Bacon, upon scientific experimentation . 

The work is an account of a commonwealth whose inhabitants are 

individually concerned for the perfection of the body and soul, 

and interested in labor for the common good of all . Their 

principles of life are equality and sacrifice of self for one's 

country or for God . They show no love for money; they have a 

high regard for intellectual and artistic pursuits . The state 

controls food and clothing and assumes charge of all children 

at a certain age . All public honors consist in service to the 

state . The City is geometrically ,arranged, with the circular 

temple in the center. Over the altar in the temple is a large 

13 
Ibid., pp . 135- 272 . 
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globe on which the heavenly bodies are painted . Love itself is 

ruler , and the magistrates are personified graces . The 

Solarians believe in immortality--a transmigration in which 

departed spirits dwell in the wicked or the good . They know 
14 

God through the sun , which is to them His living image . 

E. Garcilasso de la Vega , Royal Co?Imlentaries of 

Peru--The History of the Incas. Translated 1633 

The History of the Incas, by Garcilasso, in his Royal 

Commentaries of Peru , is an account of an almost perfect 

commonwealth in Peru , where the Inoa himself is monarch and 

high priest of his people . The authenticity of this account 

is based on the statement that the author is a descendent of 
15 

the Incas and one of the Spanish Conquerors under Pizarro . 

These facts make it the most forceful and convincing of the 

Utopias . 

The Inca and his sister declare themselves to be 
descended from the sun. They assume the responsibility 
of authority over the uncivilized inhabitants, direct· 
the government as well as the religion , and leave their 
posterity as succeeding kings and queens of the realm. 
These rulers subjugate neighboring tribes, build 
aqueducts for irrigation, and organize the administra
tion of the country. They build store -houses for the 
hoarding of grain , regulate distribution of food and 
clothing , assign duties to men within certain age 
limits , require a minimum of labor on the part of each 
individual , and rule impartially with kindness and 
forethought . 

14 
Ibid., PP• 275-317 

15-
Atkinson , p . 21 . 



The religion of these inhabitants is sun-worship. They 

believe in immortality and punishment after death. Among the 

royal rulers , the priests , and theologians there is a deistic 

point of view which proves the existence of an invisible God. 

This commonwealth and that of the City of the Sun show a pro

found influence upon the eighteenth century voyage narrative 

which will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

III. The Imaginary Voyage as a Document of Ideas during the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries 

16 

The Imaginary Voyage narrative of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries is a species of composition written to 

convey information or instruction which is not furnished by 

the experiences of the real world . It bears the same relation 

to the real voyage and travel as the novel or romance bears to 

history or biography. It is a document of social or philoso

phical matters in which the voyage serves as a motif , with 

delineations of manners and customs occupying the place which , 

in accounts of real voyage , is given to discussions of trade , 

to description of markets , passports , custom-houses and favor 

able seasons . The adventurous spirit of the Fantastic 

narrative serves as a parallel to the foreign spirit in the 

accounts of real travel and attracts the interest of the read

ing public; whereas the authenticated realism of the Realistic 

16 
.Q:e. ci t ., p . 20 . 
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Voyage gives it weight as a document of political, social , and 

religious criticism. 

The Realistic Voyage , employed as a document of ideas , was 
17 

a French product of the seventeenth century, and was intro -

duced to the reading public with Gabriel Foigny's voyage of 

Sadeur {1676) . This voyage is a combination of two elements : 

an interest in newly discovered lands and peoples as reported 
18 

in voyages actually made ; and a growth of rationalism. In 

its realistic and exotic setting it presents a state of society 

better than that found in Europe with regard to economic , 

social , and religious conditions . It pdrtrays a society with

out external forms of religion , showing the deistic trend of 

thought in France . The work is freighted with both rational

ism and deism , expressing clearly a preference for a rational 

religion as a supplanter of the revealed one , using the 

rationality of a deistic creed to ridicul e the religious 

quarrels of Europe and to. attack European types of worship . 

The IUstoire des s6verambes of 1677 - 79 is more realistic 

and matter-of- fact than the work of Foigny . It is a plea.for 

the abolition of class distinction and inequalities, and a 

defense of deism and reincarnation of souls, with rationalis

tic ideas favoring simplicity . These two men , Foigny and 

Vairasse , created in France this type of philosophic novel , 

which was utterly forgotten for a time , but recalled by a. 

17 
Eddy , P • 37 . · 

18 
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critic with the publication of Robinson Crusoe , and later 

revived by scholars , who were interested in tracing the history 

of ideas . This type of literature is one of the forms made use 

of by M. Lanson in 1914 in tracing the development of rational 

istic thinking in France ; it .bas been treated as a novel of 

theory by M. Andre Lichtenberger in 1894 , and as an example of 

exotic influences during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
19 

centuries by M. Gilbert Chinard in 1913 . 

The second and third quarters of the seventeenth century 

in England are marked by the Puri tan renaissance , with a.n 

objective of personal rightiousness and civil and religious 

liberty , which brought tremendous conflicts that resulted in 

moral and political revolutions . It was during these revolu

tions in England that the Imaginary Voyage was attaining its 

popularity in France . With England's rise to naval supremacy 

she developed an interest in foreign trade . Explorations in 

search of wealth were of abosrbing interest ; buccaneering and 

piracy began to flourish and to cause the spreading of thrill

ing tales and exploits . This prevalent interest in rumor.s , and 

the atmosphere of controversy , where phi l osophy , politics, and 

religion waged continuous war , brought the development of the 

Fictitious Voyage in England as a means of attacki ng existing 

conditions , and as an agency for setting forth theories of 

social and political organization . At the heart of this 

eighteenth century voyage narrative there is an effort of 

19 
Atkinson , Introduction x , xi 
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critical thought , which concentrates on the discussion and 

solution of these problems . There are attacks of satire on 

struggles of parties , both political and religious , in fact, 

on everything upon which the administration of Europe rests; 

and it is used to show the passions and follies of mankind to 

remove the varnish with which people cover their actions , 

which are frequently the offsprings of pride and self-
20 

delusion . 

During the eighteenth century no nation of Europe produced 

three performances of equal merit with E.Pbinson Crusoe , 
21 

Gulliver 's Travels , and Gaudentio di Lucca . These 

Imaginary Voyages are a species of romance of a moral or 

satirical tendency whose journey, an offspring of fancy, serves 

a hidden purpose of delineating manners and customs . Defoe and 

Swift have strong points of resemblance in the unaffected 

simplicity of their narratives, but as documents of ideas they 

are vastly different . Robinson Crusoe is moral and didactic , 

while Gulliver ' s Travels is satiric and humorous , heavily 

burdened with scourges of vice and folly . Gaudentio di Lucca 

is the picture of a faultless, civilized , but not ohristian

ized, country which lends itself to the game of contrast . It 
22 

displays the absurdity of philosophical arguments , but it is 

20 
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CHAPTER II 

DANIEL DEFOE IN THE HISTORY 
OF THE I MAGINARY VOYAGE 

I. The U1 tima.te Conception , on the Ba.sis of Substance and 

Form, of Robinson Crusoe (1719) 

The second and most substantial part of the present 

research is a study of the Imaginary Voyage in England in the 

eighteenth century. The specific objective will be:(1) to 

disclose for each voyage other voyages of similar interest 

that are almost wholly forgotten; ( 2l to reveal 'the z·ela'tions of 

ea.oh to its forer\lilners discussed in he preceding chapter, and 

to call attention to other sources no~ hither-to noted;( si t o 

indica t e the general trend ox tne Utopian and aa. iric content 

of ea.oh , and to establish for ·each its own peculiar tradition 

in satire and fiotion. In these aeries of analyses it is 

convenient to give attention first to the contents, cla.ssifioa.

tion, sources, and influence of Daniel Defoe's Robinson 

Crusoe ( 1719). 

Crusoe is not an experiment in ideal statecraft a.a a.re the 

voyages of Defoe's theorizing predecessors of the seventeenth 

centu.ry , with whom the Utopian tradition lent itself so readily 

t o ihe dissimina~ion of current ideas; his is a narrative of 

adventure i n combination with a life of aoli~ary seclusion--the 
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type of life Defoe felt himself possibly facing-~and is an 

experiment in ideal self-adjustment. Defoe writes as a social 

and moral reformer with the direct, practical end that waa fore

most in the minds of his generation, that of promoting civiliza

tion . With hie Imaginary Voyage as a motif, he has given his 

readers a document of social philosophy, showing the possibility 

of self-adj ustment and self-development in poverty, solving for 

them .the problem of making over a worthless being into a God

fearing citizen , who mi ght depend upon the workings of Provi

dence . He proves himself in touch with contemporary ideas in 

hi s ardent discernment of the essential attributes of man, his 

innate impulses as a social being, his absolute dependence on 

society , even as a solitary individual, his subjection to the 

physical world, and his alliance with the animal world . Never 

have these characteristics of man been idealized with such 
1 

magical simplicity and truth. 

Defoe is not the type of rna.n that haa customarily made 

Imagi nary Voyages with which to clothe concealed propositions. 

He is not a philosopher; he is never a pessimist; he doea not 

come out boldly against oracles; he has no ambition to destroy 

ideas and to construct new systems. He is a religiou$ man, a 

di s senter, the greatest of plebe-ian geniuses, who places his 

adventu.rer, not in an ideal _state of comfort, but on a lonely 

island, where his stru.ggles against the elements will supply 

1 
Moulton, Library of Literary Criticism, Vol. III, p . 37 . 
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the sharpest contrast with existence under European Civilizations. 

In his struggles he teaches other Europeans how one who labors 

with his own hands may secure independence and open for himself 

many sources of health and happiness, and how one who takes as 

his extreme horizons the beginning and end of divine law, may 

live, even alone, a life of greatness. In this procedure he 

shows a quiet hidden repulsion for the constant turmoil in his 

own religions and political e~erienc es, and a yearning for 

extrication from the pettinesses of life. 

Defoe 's primary purpose in writing Robinson Crusoe was to 

afford his readers delectation and instruction. It is more a 

work of fiction than criticism, which places it in the category 

of the Non-Philosophic Voyage. In contrast to the abstract 

hypotheses of its predecessors, it is concrete in both embodiment 

and theory, and is peculiarly realistic in treatment. In fact, 

it is the most famous realistic account of Imaginary Travel ever 

written. In its realistic manner of narration and · its method of 

instr11otion it is closely related to the didactic works of the 

Utopian type s uch as More's Utopia. It is true the Utopi·as have 

no narrative of adventure, properly speaking, and in that respect 

Crusoe has little in common with them • . The writers of Utopias 

stress the Utopian element, but their imaginary world is usually 

associated with discoveries _of contemporary voyagers. More avers 

that his realm was discovered in the course of a voyage, although 

his device is merely introdQctory. Bacon, in his Ne~ Atlantis, 

gives a more sQbstantial realistic setting, but he is extremely 

meagre in details relating to the voyage proper. The works of 
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both More and Bacon are less realistic than that of Defoe , but 

as didactic documents they are comparable to it . Robinson 

Crusoe is the first Imaginary Voyage to embody a perfect balance 

between adventure and didacticism. 

II. Sou.roes and Relationships of Robinson Crusoe 

Sinoe Robinson Crusae has been the object of much study, in 

which many scholars have given their time and effort to tracing 

out sourc e relations and philosophic matter, it is no longer a 

field of virgin soil; however no annotation of this type here 
2 

attempted has been made of it. Defoe's progenitors in the 

voyage novel are rather well known , although critics differ in 

their estimation of his debt to them. For the sake of complete

ness it seems well to state the supposed indebtedness at this 

point . 

The aouroes from which Defoe obtained material for Robinson 

Crusoe f all into two divisions: works of actual travel and 

adventure supplying the geographical or background material, 

and previous aocot1nts of the life of a solitary being in 

circumstances more or less like Crusoe suggesting the details. 

The generally accepted _sources of Crusoe are ( 1) Hakluyt• a 
Principal Navi,ations, Vo~a~ea and Discoveries (1589), ( 2) 
Dampieris New o~age Rounhe World (1697), (3) The accounts 
of Alexander Sel irk by companions of Dampier, Woodes Rogers 
and Edward Cook, A Crusing Voyage Around the World (editions, 
1~12, '18), and Vo~afe to the South Sea (!'7I2) respect1vely7 
(4) An Historical e ation<5? Ceflon-iT681) by J ohn Knox, \5) 
Bt1caiifers of America ( l69'1 )oy R ngrose ,· ( 6 J Royal Commenta:ties 
of the Incas, translated by Paul Rioout from Garcilasso de la 



Some of the voyages listed in the footnotes he certainly used; 

some he may have used; the rest seem to have been of little or 

no importance to him. He drew extensively upon many accounts 

of travel and exploration current in his day. Such works as 
3 
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the voyages of Hakluyt and Dampier furni shed him geographical 

background , bits of actuality, and, in fact , provided the 

entire ground work of Crusoe's journeys to the Far East and 

back to Europe . 

The original incentive to write Robinson Crusoe, and the 

central idea of a man left alone on a desert island relying on 

his own resources for existence, must have come to Defoe from 
4 

the actual experiences of Alexander Selkirk, which created a 

sensation in England in 1712, '13 and again in 1718 when the 

account of his experiences was republished. In this story there 

are numerous episodes which point , without doubt , to the origin 

of many of Defoe ' s telling ideas. In the experiences of both 

Selkirk and Cr usoe we find analogues in, 

1. The lonely man clad in goat skins--"looking wilder 
than the fi rst owners of them," 

2. The story of domesticating goats, 

Vega (1688 ), t7) Life of Ebn Jokdhan, originally in Arabic, by 
Ibn Toefail (1169Tltrinsli'fed Into English three times during 
Defoe 's life), (8) Isle of Pines, by Nevile (1668), (9) 
Grimmilhousen's Simjilipissimus ll669), (10) La. Terre Australe 
Connue or Les Avfntures de Jacques Sadeur, by Gabriel Fo1S1JY 
( l676,) , ( lU-His o!re dessevara.mbes, by Denis Va.1ra.sse d 'Alais 
(1677-79) 1 (12) Voya.ge--:rc> the Ea.st Indiestby Frances Leguot and 
his companions, bl7 Francoislli.sslon (17081, (13) Krinke Kesmea, 
by Hendrik Smeeks (1708). 

3 
See footnote (l),p. 26. 
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3. The escape from Spaniards, 
4 . The scanty outfit , 
5. The building of two huts, 
6 . The providential crop of foods, 
7. The delight of the exile in reading and in psalm 

singing , 
8 . The improvement of the Christian character in 

solitude. 

28 

Selkirk remained only four years and four months in solitude, 

while Crusoe spent twenty- seven years . Defoe doubtless knew the 

story and profited by Selkirk's experience, but Selkirk, in 

reality furnished only raw material which Defoe used in making a 

masterpiece. It is only through the influence of Crusoe that 

the memory of Selkirk's solitary existence is perpetuated on the 

island of Juan Ferna.ndez. 
5 

It has recently been argued that Defoe gained useful 

information from Captain John Knox's relation of his captivi ty 
6 

in Ceylon , and that the Robin,aon Crusoe atmosphere of 

solitude and righteousness and the building of a boat for 

escape , have parallels in Mission's fictitious account of 
7 

Frances Leguot's struggle for existence . The latter affords 

only the two named parallels , but the former is so closely 

analogous to Robinson Crt1soe that it demands a share of interest. 

Knox and a companion are sole survivors of a company of men who 

were made prisoners in Ceylon, and who, after nineteen years of 

Baker, .QE. Cit., p. 129. 
6 -

See source narrative number (4) in footnote, p. 26. 
7 
Source narrative (12), p • . 27, and Atkinson, Publications 
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8 
solitude , made their escape. Knox was not marooned as was 

Defoe , but the sitll8.tions of the two are comparable in 

1 . The solving of the problems of subsistence, shelter, 
and clothing, 

2. The building of huts, 
3. The girting of premises with hedges for privacy, but 

Knox not for defense , 
4 . The contrivance of a lamp, 
5. The domestication of goats, 
6. The homely garments worn, 
7. The beard growing , 
8. The comfort in solitude by reading the Bible and by 

religious meditati on, 
9. The manufacture of pottery, baskets, and cooking 

utensils , 
10. The marking methods of rec ording time, 
11 . The venture to sea against a father's wish, 
12. The lucrative voyage followed by another which 

terminated in captivity, 
13. The return to England, and search for relatives, 
14 ~ The trading voyage of later years, 
15 . The oharaoteristics of practical sense and piety.9 

Defoe's history of Crusoe competes with and surpasses this 

narrative of Knox as an example of trial and endurance. 

The French voyage novels, Jacques Sadeu.r (1676) and 

Histoire des s,varambes (1677-79), had gone through three 

editi ons and were popul~r with inany readers. Defoe must have 

known them. The hero in the Sadeur novel is, like Crusoe., a 

lone survivor; whereas Captain Siden of the Histoire .2:!,! 
/ 

Sevarambes is one of a number of Europeans cast awsy upon a 

distant uninhabited shore. The similarities in these French 

novels and Crusoe cease upon the introduction of the French 

travelers into the civilization Df the Utopian country. Only 

8 
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9 
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the landing after the shipwreck, in Sadeur, and the building of 
I 

a stockade on the shore, in the Sevarambes ft1rnish parallels 

with the Defoe story. These travelers find a civilization of a 

high order , as in the earlier Utopia,~ Atlantis, and Oivitas 

Solis , while Crusoe is left in solitude, to live as he may by 

the ingenuity of hi s own powers. 

Defoe may have had access to The Life of Ebn Yokdhan --------
written by the Mohammed Ibn Toefail in 1169 which passed through 

10 
three translations during the early part of the eighteenth 

century. However it had little to offer him that was useful. 

In this work the hero was washed ashore as a child and reared by 

a wild goat. He , too, learns to clothe himself with the skins 

of beasts , to make a habitation surrounded with a barrier of 

canes, and experiences an interrupted solitude by the arrival of 

a sage from a neighboring island. Other than this, and a 

similari ty in the title pages, the work likely held no particular 

interest for him. 

It is perhaps in the deceptive show of credentials and 

detailed precision that Nevile's Isle of Pines foreshadows 
11 --

Robinson Crusoe . The hero of this narrative is a victim of 

shipwreck on a desert island,but not alone. These few likenesses 

and its careful authentication place it in the category of the 

Crusoe narrative. 

The voyages of Selkirk and .Knox are the most perfect 

io 
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authenticated examples of the Crusoe type, and the Dutch story, 

Krinke Kesmes , by Hendrik Smeeks of 1708 is the most perfect 

likeness of the fictitious group. Whether Robinson Crusoe is 

based on this Dutch story as its origin, or whether the two are 

accidental resemblances, we cannot know. We have no record of 

Defoe ' s knowledge of the Dutch language; we only know that he had 

a Dutch grammar in his library. 

An introductory summary of the Kesmes story is as follows: 

Krinke Kesmes , a Dutch ~abin boy has wandered inland apart 
from a rescued shipwrecked crew on the coast of the South
land. After a vain search of nine days duration the crew 
set sail leaving a note and a buried chest of useful 
articles lest the child should, in time, return. Keamee 
eventually finds his way back, after the departure of his 
shipmates. 

His reaction toward his stranded condition, and many of his 

successive experiences in adjustment have exact parallels in 

Robinson Crusoe. The like qualities in each are: 

1 . The locality with a river, a hill, a lookout over 
the sea from which each watch with perspective 
glasses, · 

2. The friendly climate, 
3. The sensations on recognition of being stranded, 
4. The fits of gloom and despondency, 
5.· The tranquility and contentment, with trust in God, 
6. The belief in unseen guidance, 
7. The reflections on the uselessness of money in such 

sitt1ation, 
8. The at1pply of necessities within reach, 
9. The wreck washed in with stock of supplies, 

10. The finding of a dog in the wreck, . 
11. The likeness of the habitations which they construct, 
12. The defense by palasades and entanglement of trees, 
13. The adeptness in willow work, 
14. The guns stationed near peep-holes in the wall--ready 

for action. 

Defoe is more powerful than Smeeks in the dramatic event of the 

shipwreck that left him stranded; The Dutch narrative furnishes 

its hero so lavishly that there is little need for endurance and 



ingenuity. Defoe improves upon this and creates interest in 

Crusoe ' s ceaseless struggle with difficulties. His story of 

32 

the footprint , the capture and education of Friday, and his 

monolithic character of Crusoe are elements of strength lacking 

in Kirke Kesmes . Smeeks may have furnished much inspiration and 

several actual situations, but Defoe, by giving to them a 

peculiar authenticity and dignity, left a work of enduring 

appeal . 

III. The Li tera;ry Pr ogeny of Robinson Crusoe 

Robinson Crusoe exerted an influence upon the history of 

fiction , not only in England, but throughout the world, that can 

scarcely be estimated. The initial sucoess of this voyage 

narrative was based upon the belief of Defoe's contemporaries that 

they were reading an actual autobiography. Defoe followe~ this 

success with Part II, Further Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, which 
I 

went on sale a few months after the first publication. It, too, 

was read eagerly by the public , and Defoe rejoiced in the jingle 

of his coins; but this suooess engendered envy on the part of 

those who resented his go od fortune . Book-sellers brought out 

unauthenticated editions, badly printed and full of error. One 

author wrote a sharp criticism charging Crusoe with "Untruths 
12 

and theories at variance with patriotism and religion. " This 

attack annoyed D~foe, but it caused the production of his Serious 

12 
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Reflections , wherein he admitted Crusoe to be allegorical, This 

editi on fel l fla t , but the first t wo continued to enjoy such 

favor that ot her writers a t tempted the s ubject. Then followed a 

host of imita tions and rivals. Most of them had but fleeting 

success . The f irst, The Hermit (1727), by Phillip Quarll, was 

fai r l y diverti ng, with an introduction of a supernatural element, 

lacking reality . The second was The Life and Adventures of 
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Peter Wilkins ( 1 751), by Robert Paltock, which will be treated 

separat el y i n Chapter VI of this study. Robinson Crusoe appeared 

in France in 1 720, t ook popular hold of the people, and influenced 

new productions . Le Sage devoted his Marquis de Balleroy, a 

farcical comedy , t o him, and Rousseau pointed out the philosophy 
I 13 

of Robi nson Crusoe in his Emile of 1762. The French developed 

al so a family sojourn type of story, such as Les Memoires de 

Cheval ier~ Kilpar, by Gain de Montagnac (1768), L'ile inconne, 

,2!! Memoires du Chevalier~ Gastines, by Grivel (1783), and the 
14 

Lolotte ,!! Fanfan of Ducray-Duminil (1788). B~t it is the 

Swiss Famill Robinson, by the "son of the Reverend Wys·s" (1813), 

t hat has won the most lasting place of all the successors · of 

Crusoe, in France as well as in other oonntries. 

Defoe's novel, t ranslated into German in 1720, set a new 

fashion t hat was adopted more thoroughly by the Germans than by 

the French. No fewer than forty German novels were produced, 

with a"Robinson Crus oen for their hero, and fifteen others which , 

13 
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though equally palpable imitations, had similar heroes under 

different names . There was a Saxon, a Silisian , a Bronden-

34 

15 
burgian , an Australian , a Jewish, and even a Doctor Robinson. 

Most of these books are without value except that they show the 

infatuation with the theme. Compe inspired by Rousseau's 
I 

Emile , wrote his Robinson der Jungere (1779), which was trans-

lated into a score of languages , and is today an influence in 
16 

German pedagogy. 

No imitation of Robinson Crusoe has taken the place of the 

original . Its form has been i mitated and measurably equalled, 

but not its soul . It has been translated into every written 

language and accepted as a part of the literary background of 

all civilizations of Europe as well as Puritan America, and it 

has been re- edited more than any known book save the Bible. 

IV. The Content, Sources and .Philosophy of The Consolidator 

Defoe wr ote The Consolidator, or Memoirs of Sundry 

Transactions from the World in the Moon--Translated Out of the ------ --- ---
Lunar Language, in 1705, fourteen years prior to the appearance 

of his masterpiece , Robinson Crusoe. This voyage narrative is 

practically unknown . It is thoroughly a new field for research. 

Only two scholars·, Baker, in The , History £1 the English Novel, 

lS 
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and Eddy , in A Critical Study of Gulliver's Travels, have made 

attempts to unearth it . The endeavors of these men are learned, 

but necessarily abbreviated. Because of its progenitorship of 

greater species , st1ch as Swift's Voyage to Laputa, in Gulliver's 

Travels , and the Lu.narian anticipation of the language Gulliver 

had to learn in the course of his travels, 

study . 

17 
it merits careful 

The Consolidator , in purpose, idea , and form, is a 

Satirical , Philosophical Voyage of the Fantastic type; it is a. 

polemical and religious allegory in which Defoe uses his imagin

ation on an extended scale. He is less skilled in polemics than 

in narration . His narrative manner has a naturalness and 

originality beyond that of any other novel or romance writer 

prior to this time, but in this particular satire he, like many 

other writers during that contentious period, when two parties 

distracted the nation, indulged in asperi ties. Despite that 

defect , he left in his work markings of characteristic pertina

city and vigor . In the sattre he does not leave a touch of 

personal sting. He turns about his victims with a resistless, 

but a good natured jocularity, showing strength rather than 

venom. 

This voyage narrative is a pretended abridgment of Ibra 

Chizra-le-pelizar , Historiograph~r--Royal to the Emperor of 

China, whose volumes Defoe professed to have found in the 

library of Tonquin. This famous author and philosopher of the 

17 
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moon came to Chi na t o demonstrate strange inventions made by the 

virtuosos of hi s own habitable world. Having been prevailed on 

by the ~'mperor of China to stay and improve his Chinese subjects 

in the most exquis i te accomplishments of the Lunar region, he 
18 

has left them with unacoountable improvements. 

In the vol umes of this philosopher Defoe professes 
to find a Tract 12.f. the Winds, which tells ":from whence 
the winds come and whither they go;n it gives the how 
and the why of t he secret operati ons of nature: how 
sensat ion is carried to the brain, why respiration 
preserves l ife, and a mathematical description o:f 
nature ' s "strong box," the memory, with its locks and 
keys . It shows the head turned inside out, with its 
cells a r ranged in three sections: (1) the Repository, 
with cells alphabetically disposed; (2) the Revolvery, 
which ca talogues thoughts and impressions :for which 
the brain has need; (3) the Retentive, whioh takes for 
safe- keeping the matters removed from the Repository. 
The Retent ive has two compartments: the conscience, 
wi t h rusty hinges that seldom open, and the Devil's 
warehouse, over which two keepers, Pride and Conceit, 
preside, whose business it is to expose the virtues 
and accomplishments of man. The work also shows the 
garden of memory,where malioe, envy, slander, strife, 
and revenge are planted, transplanted, grafted and 
propagated. He finds such interests as a "Fancy" 
preserved "A la mummy," the. skeleton of a wit, · and 
lines which nature has drawn to form a. genius.· 

These and other interesting discoveries imbue 
Def oe with a desire to go to the world of the moon in 
search of Knowledge and Truth. 19 This voyage he 
makes in an engine which he calls a Consolidator, being 
in shape like a chariot mounted on two bodies furnished 
with wings composed of five hundred thirteen feathers 
of curious colors, even in length and breadth, with the 
exception of one, "the presiding or superintending 
feather, whose function it is to guide, regulate, and 
pilot the whole body." 20 These wings take on a 
r egular motion by which the engine is propelled into 
the air. Defoe, having ·drun~ a potion, sleeps until he 

18 
The Consolidator, pp. 1-10. 

19-
Ibid., pp. 10-33. 

20 
Ibid., P• 37. 



reaches the mo on. Upon arriving at his destination, 
he finds there people, with their political and 
religious parties, like those of his own world. The 
man in the moon explains to him the philosophy of 
their world. Their provinces represent, satirically, 
human fact ions in church and state, deists, High and 
Low Churchmen, Whigs and Tories. The follies and 
dissensions of earth are exposed by the accounts of 
unnecessary wars waged in the Lunar realm. The book 
closes without an account of the voyager's return to 
earth . 
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Defoe ' s plan of the Lunar excursion was possibly influenced 

by three sources: (1) Cyrano de Bergerac, whose Histoire Comique 

de la~' and Hist oire Comique ~ soliel appeared in two 

translations in the preceding half-century; (2) the essay of 

Francis Godwin , The~ in the~' of 1638, a story based on 

the theory t hat there is a regular passage by which birds 

migrate between the earth and the moon, and whose adventurer, 

aft er living a Crusoe life, escapes from savages by being 

wafted to the moon by the agency of a pair of swans; (3) A 

Discoverl of!. New lorld in the Moone with!. Discourse 

Concerning !11! Probability of!. Passage Thither, by John 

Wilkins (1638), who, finding Godwin 's book as he was finishing, 

added a discourse on the air track for birds, and the possibility 

of passage thither by human beings . Defoe's acquaintance with 

this work is proved by the fact that he refers to its author in 
21 

The Consolidator. 

The Consolidator itself rep~esents tne House of Commons. 

In the account of its construction, its first voyages, and the 

accidents it sustains, Defoe depicts, allegorically, the history 

21 
~., p. 61. 
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22 
of the Civil Wars and the Revolution. He pleads for 

understanding , and wishes his nbrethren would take a journey to 

the moon and see the allegorical, symbolical heterodoxicality of 
23 

all the matter ." 

In the land of the moon Defoe finds three useful machines: 

the Elevators, the Cogitators, and the Concianazimers. Those 

who are raised to a certain pitch in the Elevators, whose 

operations are helped by fire, see into the world of spirits, 

converse with visions, guardian angels, and departed spirits, 

and return with strange accounts of sympatby, pre-existence of 
24 

souls , dreams, and the like. The Cogitator is an engine into 

which a person is screwed, where all his faculties are tightened, 

every distracting object looked out, and where he concentrates 

through series of glasses upon whatever he desires to think. 

He comes out wiser than before. "I am persuaded," says Def oe , 

"such an example would be an effectual cure to our deism, 
25 

atheism, scepticism, and all other isms . " The Concianazimer 

is an emblem of emptiness used by clergymen to announce 
26 

universal tumult. With this Defoe satirizes the blustering 

preachers of the doctrine of non resistance. In his religious 

satire, Defoe shifts from one point of view to the opposite, 

22 
23Baker, The History£! the ~glish Novel, Vol . III, p . 135 . 

The Consolidator, p. 85. 
24-

Ibid . , p . 109 . 
25-

Ibid., p . 98 . 
26-
~., p . 153. 



first looking f r om the moon through a telescope at the foolish 

squabbling of the sects on the earth ; then picturing the 

struggles of the Lunarians a s carica t ures of the Anglicans and 
27 

Dissenters . 
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Defoe closes hi s story wi th a satiric expatiation on the 

follies of political dissens ions of earth by the exposition of 

futile wars in the Lunar province, pouring out his designs in a 

haphazard way. The f irst part of the work is a connected 

narrative of adventure , but t he l a st is a r ambling mixture of 

argument and ridicule, showing palpabl e weaknesses in Defoe's 

powers . In spi t e of t hi s , the · achievement is worth preserving. 

It is all singular ily t ypi cal of Defoe and distinctively 

original i n ideation. 

V. The In:fluence Exerted by Defoe's Travel Voyages in the 

Histor y of Ficti on 

In estimating Defoe's influence in the history of fiction , 

~ Consolidator is t o be given little weight. Its merit lies 

in its contemporary power to engender inspiration for the 

production of a greater species . It is Robinson Crusoe that is 

paramount in contributing to .hi -s literary glory. Defoe began 

hi s Robinson Crus oe with the purpose of writing a new sort of 

s~ory that would pay. Knowing l:,lis public, he expected it to 

pay well . In r elating the experiences of his hero, he portrayed 

27 
Baker, The History of the English Novel, Vol. I I I, p . 134. --
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the man he himself typified , a man of the most durable breed , 

strong , self- reliant , practical, and winning through effort, 

giving to the work such qualities that it marks the turning 

point in the history of the English novel : it announces the 

invention of a new technique , the circumstantial method, and 

sets a marvelous example of realism. No writer has so complete-

ly captivated his readers with the art of making his own 

invention pass for realities . To reduce romance to realism 

without depriving the former of any of its charms was the example 

Defoe set to the writers of English fi ction . His originality, 

his purpose , and his performance, pl ace him in the foremost rank 

a.a a novelist . He is not among the great creators of character; 

he never masters the art of dialogue; it is in his superlative 

excellence a s a story teller that his great power consists . 

If the use of the realistic method alone denoted the novel, 

Robinson Crusoe would occupy the primate place, followed by 
28 

Gulliver' s Travels . Certainly the observationai method, the 

love of detail, and the grave narra.tion of imagined facts are 

here in full force , plus an interest i n analysis . If Defoe and 

SWift are not the originators of the modern novel, they point 

toward the psychological method which finds full expression in 

Richardson. Defoe did not set out to invent the realistic novel, 

but he gave to the technical method of the novel his fictional 

28 
Burton, Makers of English Literature, p. 45. 



29 
biography portrayed realistically, which points toward our 

present-day novelistic biography, such as Mrs . Beck's 

(E . Barrington's) The Divine ~. 

29 
Canby , The Saturdal Review of Literature, March 1, 1930, 

p . 770. 
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CHAPTER III 

JONATHAN SWIFT 'S GULLIVER 'S TRAVELS (1726) 

I . The Relat i on of Gulliver's Travels to Earlier Voyage Novels 

Swift' s f irs t i nspiration for Gulliver's Travels came to 

hi m at a Sc r i bler us Club Meeting in a thought of a complete 

sati r e on the abuses of learning in the guise of a book of 
1 

travel. He began it in 1720 . Critics have exerted much 

effort in pointing out the sources from which he derived the 

ground-work of his plan. Attempts have been made to show that 

every i ncident was borrowed, but the result of such researches 

is i nconvincing. Scholars have explained the special allusions 

t o contemporary history, which abound; and they have descanted 

on the extraordinary skill with which the story 1a ·told: the 

exactness of its proportions, the accuracy of its logic, and the 
2 

verisimilitude of its facts. The work is far better known as 

a story than as a Philosophical Document, but as such it has 
3 

been treated at length in a scholarly way , by w. A. Eddy. 

1 
Gulliver's Travels (Edited qy Dennis), Introduc~ion, p . xi. 

2 
The greatest of these scholars are Leslie Shane, G. P. 

Moriarty, Van Doren, John Boyle, and Sir Walter Scott . 
3 
Eddy, A Critical Study of Gulliver ' ~ Travels(l923) . 
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The stint left to the present writer is to show, for complete

ness in this dissertation , Swift's relation to his predecessors 

in the Imaginary Voyage novel, the embodiment of philosophic 

content , and the influence of his novel upon the history of 

fiction . 

That Swift had read Lucian, Rabelais, Cyrano de Bergerac, 

and others , is of course true. It is not difficult to show 

resemblances to these works . SWift himself said that he had 

read the works of Tom Brown, whose share in the Dryden Lucian 
4 

was at least one half the translation. He had in his library, 

according to Dryden, the best of all translations--three 
5 

volumes of d'Ablancourt ' s Lucian in French . 

The r ich mine of material in Lucian's~ History afforded 

numerous suggestions for Gulliver, but this voyage narrative is 

not the primary mo del for Swift 's novel, as a whole, nor a 

source for the most important aspects of satire. SWift's 

reception into Lilliput, in Voyage I, his discovery· that the 

inhabitants a.re in danger of attack by an enemy, and his mili

tary service there, are parallels of Lucian's initial experiences 

i n the moon, and his f lying island is an imitation of a situation 

in the~ History . Two points of satire in which he follows 

the ~ History are his attacks on historians and on commenta.

tors, but this occupies little sp~ce. Gullive,r and d'Ablanoourt's 

Sequel to the True Histori are parallels in contrast between 

pp. 

4 
Eddy, A Critical Study of Gulliver's Travels, p . 54. 

5 
Eddy, Modern Language Notes, Nov., 1921, Vol. XXXVI, 

419-422. · 
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6 
highly civilized animals and the Yahoo type of human savages. 

The total influence of the works of Lucian is considerable, yet 

Swift does not lose originality. He differs from Lucian in 

quality and surpasses him in intellectual energy . Lucian's 

single aim in the True History is parody, whereas Swift uses 

the Imaginary Voyage Motif as a medium for an extended commen

tary on life in genera.I , and as an attempt to liberate men f rom 

the darkness within . 

It is obviously true that parallel passages alone, unless 

they are verbal duplicates, can seldom establish a direct 

literary debt . There is always the possibility of another 

intermediate work , which may have been the one consulted. We 

do know that Swift was familiar with the wo rks of Rabelais, and 

that his mind was well stored with the .incidents of his 

Imaginary Voyage . This is proved by quotations from his 
7 

contemporaries . His apparent .obligations to Rabelais are: 

( 1) The Ao.ademy of Legado , modeled on the Court of Queen 
8 

Whim, (2 ) the element of obsenity in Book I of Gulliver's 

Travels , (3) and comments on the shabby ancestors of the world's 
9 

aristocracy , which he sees in Glubdubdrib . Rabelais uses 

coarseness for comic effect , but Swift makes it disgusting, 

6 
Eddy , A Critical Study of Gu1liver's Travels, p . 57 . 

7 
Pope mentions it in The Dunciad, line 21, and Fielding 

in Amelia , Chapter. V, speaks of Rabelais as Swift's master. 
8 
Rabelais, Voyages of Pantagruel to t ·he Queendom of 

Ethelec!il, Lanternland,~tc ., Book I. 
9 
Gulliver's Travels, pp. 206-211. 
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never suggestive . Where Rabelais , as a drunken man, has left 

a grotesque satire , SWift , as a sober one , has left a restrained, 

trenchant wit , showing much composition of iron. L~oian, 

Rabelais , and Swift are kindred spirits; they are master 

satirists , but the absurdly incongruous style of Lucian and 

Rabelais gives way in Swift to directness, vigor and simplicity, 

which make him one of the greatest writers of English prose , in 

fact the greatest genius of the Augustan writers. 

Swift ' s actual borrowings from the Fantastic Voyages of 

Cyrano de Bergerac are more extensive than from any other source. 

Cyrano ' s Histoire Oomique de la lune must have been the model 
-- I O 

for the adv entures in Brobdingnag, in Voyage II of Gulliver's 

Travels . There are minor likenesses scattered through the fo ur 

voyages, but space does not permit the_ lists of miscellaneous 

parallels . The Histoire s!.2_ la~ anticipates the relativity 

of our physical world , implied ;n the contrast between Lilliput 

and Brobdingnag of Gulliver 's Travels . Cyrano asserts the 

philosophic idea of an infinite series of worlds wi th no . 

absolute scale as a norm; Swift embodies with this concept his 
11 

satire on the estimation of greatness. It is the Histoire 

~ soliel which serves as the model for the withering satire 

heaped on Gulliver by the Houyhnhnms. The scathing ridicule 

of the two men on the human race 'shows kindred spirits. 

10 
Dunlop , History of Fiction, Vol. II, p. 535. 

11 
Gull iver, p. 89 . 
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12 
The influence of Tom Brown on SWift is shown in, (1) 

several hints for Legado , (2) the division of the Academy into 

departments of experimental science and speculative learning, 

(3) the method used by the Lilliputian tailor to measure 

Gulliver for a suit of clothes, . (4) and the indictment of a man 

as an intemperate animal in contrast with the gentler disposit

ion of a horse . 

Swift must have had before him Defoe's Consolidator and 

Robinson Crusoe ; however, he · might have been reluctant concern

ing an acknowledgment of debt to him. Defoe was a master story

teller; his actuality in narration and description has never 

been su.rpa.ssed., unless by SWift, but he committed irregularities 

in his preference for colloquial manner. Swift was never 

careless . He had the advantage of a terse precision that gave 
. 13 

his work a. symmetrical finish beyond t he reach of Defoe. 

There is close resemblance between the realistic method of. the 

two, which might be accidental. The apparent logical relation 

is that Defoe invented the circumstantial method and Swift 

adopted and perfected it. The shipwreck through which Gulliver 

finds himself in Lilliput is reminiscent of Crusoe 's shipwreck; 

the pirates in Laputa., and the meeting on board the ship at 

Houyhnhnms are related to incidents in the · experiences of 

Crusoe; and there are likenesses ,1n the authentications of the 

editions, and in the practical realism in telling how things 

12 
Trans l ator of one half of the Dryden Lucian. 

13 
Baker, His.tory of lli English Novel, Vol. III, p. 235. 



are done; however, it may be alleged that Defoe and Swift 

acquired knowledge and inspi rat ion from similar sources . 

Of the lesser influential wo rks, Swift evidently knew 

Berkeley ' s Theor y of Vision , and the two prominent sevent~enth 
/ 

century French voyage novels, the Histoire ~ Sevarambes , 

and the voyage of Jacques Sadeur. He shows his familiarity 

with the work of Berkeley in his rejection of a stable unit of 

measurement implied in ~he Lilliputian and Brobdingnagian 

v1ews of man . / 
His familiarity with Histoire ~ Sevarambes is 
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shown int.he Sevarambi and t he Lilliputians writing a.slant the 

page , and w1~h ~he Sadeur novel in t he Australians and ~he 

Houyhnhnms having difficulty in comprehending European diseases. 

There are likenesses, too , in ~he authent i c style of Gulliver 

and ~hese French voyages. 

The points of resemblance oetween Gulliver and the earlier 

voyage novels do not detract in ~he least f rom SWi~'s elaim to 

originality. If he borrowed ideas , Gulliver, in spite of that, 

is among the most original works of fiction, as well as one of 

the most wit t y of satires. His narrative is more coherent than 

that of his predecessors. No writer has succeeded in giving 

such verisimili t ude to an altogether impossible narrative. 

Defoe introduced this quality into fiction with hie plausible, 

realistic Robinson Crusoe, bui sw;tt gave reality to pygmies, 

giants , and impossible situations as easily as if he had 

been writing facts. · 
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II . The Philosophic Content of Gulliver's Travels 

Swift ' s Gulliver 's Travels is a Philoso.phic Voyage novel of 

the Fantastic type , written for a satiric purpose. The work, as 

a whole , seems measurably r ealis~ic, but the consistency of 

realism with which he works out his fictions does not make it 

any less fantastic in conception. It is the most seemingly pos

sible of the Fantastic Voyages, yet none have such a rare 

pageant of races: six- inch pygmies, seventy-foot giants, 

inhabitants of the flying island of Laputa, the deathless 

Struldbruggs , the magicians and the departed spirits of 

Glubdubdrib , and finally a race of speaking, thinking, and self

governing horses served by the detestable , degenerate human 

beings that are deprived of reason. 

It is Swift who is so proficient in using the Imaginary 

Voyage as a motif to issue sugar-coated pills of bitter 

philosophy. In his satires he often sets up a remedy for a. 

disease with a visual presentati on of the disease itself in an 

atrocious form, and defends his plan with such seriousness the 

satire is overwhelming. He jests with the deepest things of 

life . He does not clamor; he never scolds; being a wit, he is 

satisfied to tell the story as a spectator, and as a spectator 

he makes eccentric voyages. He neve·r learned to adjt1at himself 

to the scale of life as other men lived it; so in his travels 

he is too large for the pp:gmies, too small for the giants, too 



sensible for the philosophers , and too human for the 
14 

animals . 

The satire of the first two voyages of Gulliver is 

political . The inhabitants of Lilliput are represented as if 

reflected from a convex mirror , by which every object is 

49 

reduced to a despicable minuteness. The people , being 

animalcules in human shape, are ridiculously employed in affairs 
15 

of importance . The satire is in the form of an allegory of 

court life in England alluding to conditions during the reign 

of George I . It is consistent throughout except in a part of 

Chapter VI , where the satiric method conforms to the Utopian 
16 

type of the Philosophic Voyages. Here , where the 

Lilliputians are a Utopian race , Swift abandons the allegorical 

method for a resort to the description of customs , which are 

contrasted with those of Gulliver's native land. This is 

evidently a later addition t o the work which gives the voyage 

an artistic fault ; however the earlier chapters dispel the 

reader ' s suspicion of any inconsistency. 

As Robinson Crusoe is a perfect balance in narration and 

didactioism, the Voyage to Lilliput , in Gulliver ' s Travels , is 

an equal balance in narration and satire , in story and 

philosophy , and in theme and adventure , whe.rein the attraction 

14 
Van Doren , Swift , p . 184. 

1~ . 
John , Earl of Orrey , Remarks on the Life of Dr. Jonathan 

Swift in a Series of Letters to his-Son;-Hami!"ton 1fci"yle (1752), 
p. 138:- - - - - - . . -

16 
Eddy, Qe.. cit ., p . 111. 
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of the sto r y lies . 

The Brobdingnagians reflected, not by a convex mirror as 

are the Lilliputians , but by a cont rary one, are enlarged to a 

shocking deformity , serving as a picture of man's contemptible 

qualities , at the same time , representing the humain race in its 

better mood , not void of humility, honesty , and common-sense. 

Here Swift mixes the good with the bad, the attractive with the 

undesirable qualities , wi th exaggerations of these qualities. 

Morally Swift 's giants are better than the Eu.ropean in general; 

personally they are coarser. 

The discovery of giants, on an Imaginary Voyage, was not 

original with Swift. Lucian and Cyrano had discovered them in 

the moon , and Rabel ais had sent them on voyages , but the 

magnification of the human race, and the allegorical use of 

giants to represent mankind are thoroughly original with him. 

According to literary tradition the physical smallness of 

people implied a corresponding mentality. Nothing ·was expected 

of a petty creature . Giants, on the other hand , were usually 

credited with superior qualities. It is in conformity to 

literary usage that Swift chose to ennoble the giants rather 

t han the pygmies. 

The purpose ot reducing the scale of life in Lilliput is 

to strip human affairs of their self-imposed grandeur causing 

eminence , politics, and internal war to lose all their 
17 

significance. .This idea Swift oontint1es in the voyage to 

l '7 
Eddy, .Q:e.. cit., p. 149. 
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20 
given to opposition . The satire, as a whole, is an attempt 

to show the utter futility of abstract mathematical thinking i n 

the affairs of life . 

In the second adventure of voyage three , among the Projec

tors of the Academy of Legado , the ridicule is extended to 

scientists and academicians in general . It grows i nto a 

satirical parody of European learning , which is a common theme 

in Philosophic Voyages . Swift is here, in his comic distortion 

of ideas and his exaggeration of caricature , influenced by 

Rabelais . Throughout the adventure he is making game hf hi s 

own contemporaries , and his attacks are occasionally brilliant . 

The third adventure of voyage three in the Kingdom of 

Tribnia is a satire on the anagromistio and acrostic devices in 

literature . This is the only instance in which SWift indulges 

in the use of anagram names which was so popular among the 

French voyage w~iters of the sixteenth and sevente~nth centu-· 
21 

ries. 

The fourth adventure is a visit with the departed spirits 

in Struldbrugg. As Lucian in the True H1stor1 interviews 
22 

Socrates, Plato . and Diogenes in the Island of the Blessed, 

Gulliver has a conference wi th Hannibal, Homer, Aristotle, 

Brutus and others in Struldb~ugg. 

20 
Laputa, p . 168. 

21 
Eddy , nn. cit., p. 163. 

22 ~ ---

23 

Voyage of Lucian True History, Chapter I. 
23 

Laputa, pp . 208-209. 



SWift shows both originality and pathos in this last 

section of his Voyage to Lap11ta . His race· of immortals, where 

the hatef11lness of old age is of prolonged existence, is not 

copied, but the idea of undesirable immortality is as old a.s 

the myth of Ti thonus, alluded to by various classic writers . 

He makes no attempt to reform the individuals ; he does not 
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sneer at human vanity; he pictures life in its darkest colors, a 

life so nnattraotive that he renonnces it, and hails death as 
24 

the Great Deliverer. 

In the fourth voyage SWift portrays vividly his Houyhnhnms 1 

the superior , intellectual horses, as ruling animals served by 

the bestial Yahoos , who are the most detestable of natnre's 

products , filthy , quarrelsome, ravenous, and obsene, and makes 

of the voyage a. merciless satire. He attempts to prove that 

man is an ungainly , ill-constructed creature by making the 
25 

horse his physical model, and in his conception _of the 

Yahoos he depicts humanity which makes no pretense of social and 

moral control . The thought of such a race as the latter may 

have been engendered by the totally illiterate Irish who were, 

in his day, reduced to abject poverty. His satire here is 

invective, yet he shows no race superior to Gulliver; he 

advocates no return to nature, and no imitation of the noble 
26 

savage . The apparent philoso:phy of the voyage is in 

24 

25The Vo~age t~ Laputa, p . 223 . 

Eddy , .Q:e.. cit • , p . 180 • 
26 

~ ., p . 190. 



agreement with that of the pessimistic Christian , who thinks 

all the world essentially evil . In spite of the prevailing 

atmosphere of invective and satire , Swift, a clergyman , in the 

guise of Gulliver, finds a diverging ray of hope , and promises 

to endure the Yahoos , and to teach them, doubtless with the 

paramount idea that unless a degenerate man be born again, he 

will live and die a Yahoo . 

III. The Influence Exerted by Gulliver's Travels upon 

Subsequent Literature in General and upon the Technique 

of the Novel in Particular 

Gulliver 's Travels has been the model and ultimate 

criterion for satirical Utopias down to the latest example of 

its kind . Its fine style and keen humor are the work of a 

trained scholar , a subtle intellect , and an artistic genius , 

capable of making a voyage serve as a vehicle for the most 

genuine satire ever conveyed in a narrative , and the most 

plausible disguise that fiction ever bore . 

54 

This masterpiece of voyage literature was written through 

an interval of years, which accounts for the different attitude 

of mind in the various voyages , and in different parts of the 
27 

same book . It was published ~nonymously in 1726 , and 

suffered to stand or fall on its own merits . Swift , feeling he 

could little spare political favor, was a bit fearful what the 

27 
The Voyage of Lilliput , chapter vi , shows such inconsis 

tency . -
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effect of his political satire would oe. His readers , f ar f r om 

taKing offense , were so completely engrossed wi th the quaint 

language . manners, and dress of ~he strange creatures descri bed 

t.nat they ignored the author entirely. They were captured by 

the fantastic manner of the book , r ather t han by its philosophic 

content. Swift ' s own circle of friends , Boli ngbroke , Pope , 

Gay , Arbuthnot, and J!'ord , knew him as the author . Arbuthnot 

wrote to him : "I will make over all my profits to yell fo r the 

property of Gulliver 's Travels, whi ch I believe will have as 
28 

great run as the work of John Bunyan . 'r Lord Scarborough fell 

in company with a shipmaster who professed to know Gulliver 

personally ; another reader went i mmediately to his map to find 

Lilliput ; Dr . Johnson said that it was a production "so new and 

so strange that it filled the reader with mingled emotion of 

merriment and amazement . " The public re.ad it with avidity . I t s 

popularity was not confined to England ; it was s oon translat ed 

into French. An anonymous version was published at the Hague in 

1727; and soon after this production a translation by Abbe des 

Fontaines was published i n Paris , and quickly pas.sed through 
29 

several editions . 

The minor imitations and S1I1alogues of Gulliver ran over a 

hundred in all; of the list a.bout sixty titles a.re pr eserved . 

The inspiration of the imitations is primaril y the story , seldom 

the philosophy. The works are for the most part short , and 

28 
Gulliver ' s Travels , Introduction , p . xvi. 

29 
Ibid . , p . xxi . 



trifling; they are amusing , but not convincing. An ephemeral 

school of poets sprang up , and created a new metrical form of 
30 

infantile metre which they called t he "Lilliputian Ode," 

consisting of two stress lines, petty in form and content to 
31 

conform to the "Tiny race , and nation void of brain." 

University students wrote their class -day poems in this new 

verse ; which brought forth the volume of trifles entitled 

Gulliveriana (1728). 
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Unknown authors forged the name Gulliver to a score or 

more of witty pamphlets , but the most obviotlS thing for 

imitators was to publish pretended sequels to the original 

Gulliver , which they alleged were discovered among Gulliver's 

papers . An anonymous ma.gai,zine correspondent suggested that 

Gulliver should be dispatched to bring back to London a 

Lilliputian physician , who should be engaged to attend sessions 

of Parliament , feel pulses, administer laxatives and corrosives, 

with the aim of openings few mouths and closing a ' great many 
32 

others . Dr . Johnson , seeing the application of the satire 

in Gulliver 's Travels to Parliamentary proceedings, contributed, 

during a period of eight years, to the Gentleman's Magazine his 

Debates of the Senate of Lilliput, which were designed to be 

accounts o:f Lilliputian poll tics, gi VEll to the public by 

30 
Eddy, QE.. cit., p . 195. 

31 
The only acoessible Lilliputian Ode may be found in any 

volume of Pope's Poetical Works . 
32 

Gentleman 's Magazine, Vol . III, 1733. 



Gulliver himself. 

The Abbe Desfontaines , the translator of Gulliver's 

Travels into French (1727) , published , in 1730, Le No uveau 

Gulliver purporting to be the travels of John Gulliver, son of 

the original , which is inferior to the work of SWift, but its 

voyages are conceived with no small degree of ingenuity. 
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In the latter half of the eighteenth century a Modern 

Gulliver 's Travels to Lilliput appeared ; David Garriolr gave the 

name Lilliput to a theatrical farce; and Arbuthnot wrote two 

exquisite bits of clever satire , An Account of Learning in~ 

State of Lilliput , and Critical Remarks on Gulliver's Travele, 
- - 33 

which are recognized classics of literature . 

Swift did not found a school through the influence of 

Gulliver , nor did he establish a new form of satire, but he 

produced a work which marks the high point i n the history of the 

Philosophic Voyages , a work that lives on, a, work who,se real 

measure of influence is to be found not in the sequel s and imita

tions , which it propagated , but in the delectation of the , 

multitude who read it . In English the work ~as been printed 

time without number ; it has been translated into French , German, 

Dutch , Norwegian, Spanish , Portuguese , Polish , Greek , Swedish, 

and Hebrew . 

The strength . of Swift 's work as a contribution to the 

technique of the novel lies in the portentous gravity and 

absolute mathematical firmness wherewith he develops the result 

33 
Eddy , .QE.. cit., P• 199. 
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of his assumptions , and in the thrift of his language in his 

economy of words . He wrote with a consuming power that has never 

been surpassed . His readers experience both visual and tactual 

realities of the most impossible adventures . It was the complete 

devotion to the real and actual , the preoccupation of every- day 

life of normal men and women that enabled the eighteent h century 

writers to discover the modern novel . Fictitious narratives 

of prose had , of course, been written long before the eighteent h 

century , but they had been deliberately romantic and f ar away from 

every- day reality. It was the compelling sense of actuality that 

brought the novel to its level of perfec tion , and it was Defoe 

who first achieved the art, and Swift, one of the great est 

masters of English prose , and one of the world ' s greatest 

satirists , who had at easy command much of the technique of the 

novelist , expanded the invention , leaving its consumation to 

later novelists, who were endowed wi th sympathetic -under 

standing. 



CHAPTER IV 

SIMON BERINGTON ' S GAUDENTIO DI LUCCA (1737) 

I. Simon Berington Gaudentio di Lucca , Disputa.ted Authorship 

and Threatened Oblivion 

That the Imaginary Voyage Motif was not a passing f ancy in 

t aste is witnessed by the continued publication of voyage novels . 

It was because of the popularity of voyages that eighteenth 

century writers , who were beset with a desire to preach, pro

duced these novels with voyage settings and gained the attention 

and ust1ally the credence of their readers . Eleven years. after 

the pt1blication of SWift 's anonymous series of travels csme the 

publication of Berington 's Gaudentio di Lucca (1737), which .was 

also anonymous . Berington was an ecclesiastic, as Defoe's father 

intended he should be, and as Swift was in reality. Defoe 

preached only with his p,en; though denied his ambi t ion to be a 

bishop, Swift was Dean of St . Patrick's Cathedral when he 

traveled in his arm-chair; and Berington was a noted Catholic 

priest. Swi ft and Berington were in kindre·d professions , and 

they each wrote a travel novel; bpth employed satire for teaching 

purposes , but they were not kindred spirits. Swift showed his 

lack of human sympathy by his us~ of cutting satire, . and 

Berington manifested his great human compassion by the use of a. 

satire that melts into kindness . 
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Unfortunately Gaudentio di Lucca , which upon publication 

rec eived greetings of acclaim and created a literary sensation, 

has now "fallen into a s tate of progr essive neglect which 
. 1 

threatens to become oblivion." It is a work which mer its 

immortality. In additi on t o intrinsi c i nterest, it has claim 

upon the attention of the historical criti c (1) because of its 

worth as a spec imen of the early novel; (2) and becaus e of its 

value for the hi s t ory of ideas i n the eighteenth century; 

however it is yet a virgin field. Critical and histori cal 

references both to Ber ington and his book are numbered. They 

are limited to abbrevi a ted not ices in less than a half dozen 
2 

books and a few magazine commendations. The only criticism 

of much length i s a s cholarly treatment of it by Dr. L. M. 

El l i son in a magazine ar t icle s oon t o be published. Whatever 

discussion may be made in t his research will be original except 

for the inspi rational thoughts in the above mentioned sources, 

toget her with the book i tself , that have engendered an over

whelming interest and a pr ofo und apprecia tion of the work •. 

The admirable Berington died without knowing t ha t the world 

had accorded him t he honored place as author of his novel . For 

some forty years the authorship was erroneously attributed to 

1 
Dr. L. M. Ellison, Gaudentio, di Lucca--A Forgotten Utopia, 

a fo rthcomi ng a r ticle i n Publications of Modern Language 
Association of America. 

2 -
The compl ete published r eference list follows: ·Saintsbury ' s , 

~ English Novel; Elton's, English Literature; Dunlap 's, The 
Mistorl of Fiction; Clara Reeves', Progress of Roma.nee thr,oT 

imes, Countries, and Manners; Burk'~ Lande'ci"Gentry of ~rea 



the celebrated Berkeley , Bishop of Cloyne , who was not only a 

philosopher , regarding calmly the vicissitudes that came through 

the theological and philosophical controversies which r aged in 

England during the first half of the eighteenth century, but a 
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man who was versed in ancient learning , and disciplined by travel 

and reflection , a man whose life was full of warm impulses and 

sensibilities , which led him to oddities of kindness , and gave a 

warm background to his philosophy . Only such a person could have 

written Gaudentio di Lucca . Only an author with a charming 

personality can create a wo rk of art t hat has power to draw its 

readers into the warmest circle of human sympathies, and cast a 

glow of light from his own nature upon them; such is the charm of 

this voyage novel. Berkeley's former connection with Italy, hi s 

fondness for Plato , the vague resemblanc.e of his visionary views 

to the graceful and amiable spirit of Gaudentio di Lucca, the 

balance between his personal view~ and the ideal polity of the 

Mezoranians , and the analogy of his opposition to the Free

thinkers and to the philosophy of Hobbs to these expressed concepts 

in the novel , may have given rise to the supposition that he was 

the author . 

"In solving the problem of authorship long-range guessing, 

based upon such internal evidence as the work offered, was the 

~ri;ain; Kirk' s, Biographies of English Catholics in the Eighteenth 
en ur~; Milner s , Supplementary Memoirs of En~llsli"'""Catholics; 

~utler s,An Ac count . .£!~~~ Writings E.... ~ Reverend Alban 
Butler (T~e last four are restricted t o the life of Berington); 

entlema.n s Tuiagazine, and The Retrospective Review. 
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3 
only means at hand . " Not until the appearance of Bishop Stock's 

Life of Berkeley , followed by the researches of Dr . Kippis for 

the Biographia Britannica , which voiced a doubt that the work had 

been correctly attributed to Berkeley , was there a direct denial 
4 

from any authoritative source that he was not i t s author. At 

this time the Gentleman 's .Magazine published a contribution bear

ing the signature "Crito 1 which purported to give the words of 

Dr . George Berkeley , son of the Bishop , on this point: "GauQentio 

di Lucca was not written by my father, nor did he see the book 
5 

until I was a well grown lad . " Five years later this negative 

assertion was supplemented by another contribution to the same mag

azine giving the positive information that Berington was 
6 

the real author. Why he did not see fit to acknowledge his 

production is yet a mystery . He lived eighteen years beyond the 

date of its appearance , and should have had the literary glory 

justly due him. His failure to admit it may be due -to the 

caution necessary , because of the clerical nature of his work 

during the age of manifested liberalism in the realm of th~ology. 

"It is a question , too, whether the disassociation of the great 

name of Berkeley from Gaudentio di Lucca does not mark the begin-
- 7 

ning of its decline from its once high state ; " 

3 
Dr . Ellison, Qe.. cit . 

4 
Ibid. 

5-
Ibid. 

6-
Ibid . 

7-
,Ibid . -

thus it has been 



forced to exist through the years without impetus to bring it 

back to its high level. 
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Simon Berington , son of John and Elizabeth Berington of 

Winsley , Herefordshire , England , was born January 16 , 1679 . He 

was educated at the English College at Douay, taking his degree 

in Divinity in 1704. Twelve years following his graduati on , he 

was Professor of Poetry and Philosophy in his Alma Mater . He 

returned to England in 1716 , and in 1720 he began service upon 

the mission , succeeding his cousin , Thomas Berington, at st . 

Thoma.s's near Stafford. He was a member of the Chapter, and, 

after 1748, served as its secretary until his death . At some 

undetermined date , he assumed the charge of the clergy library 

for Catholics at Gray 's Inn, London, and died in his chambers 

there in 1755. Two members of his family, Bishop Charles 

Berington (1748-98), a cousin, and Joseph Berington (1743- 1827), 

a nephew, were able and influential men, and leaders in the · 

movement toward liberalism which stirred English Catholics dur

ing the last quarter of the eighteenth century . A list of 

Berington's published writings is a long one, though it contains 

mostly works of pamphlet dimensions . A considerable number of 

his unpublished manuscripts yet remain in the Chapter Archives. 

H1' s erudition is said to have been most impressive, and the 

range of his reading astonishingly ,wide . One of his books, 

Dissertations .2.!! the Mosaical Creation , Deluge , Building of 

Babel~ Confusion of Tongues , is especially interesting in 

connection with Gaudentio di Lucca . William Berington, ·a 

present representative of the ancient family, a great- great-
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great- grandson of John Berington , brother of the author , is a 

Doctor of Law , now living at Little Malvern Court , Malvern 

Wells , Herefordshire , England . An interesting contact with him 

by correspondence was obtained through a letter of inquiry, 

concerning the family , to Dr . Robert Bracey of Carisbrooke , 

Isle of Wight , who in his Eighteenth Century Studies discussed 

Dr . Joseph Berington , the nephew of Simon Berington . Letters 

from Dr . Bracey and Mr . Ber ington are included in the appendix 

of this study . 

Gaudentio .91. Luoca , which reflects a wise , humane, and 

generous spirit , is a master piece of philosophical and social 

theory vignetted with alluring experiences of travel , showing 

greatness of desi gn by a portrayal of successive events in a 

natural world of good and evil, clothing the admirable qualities 

of life with a beatific splendor . The story is relat ed by 

Gaudentio di Lucca to the fathers ·.of the Holy Inquisition 

at Bologna , as a prisoner at their mercy . The a ccount of his 

life fills the chief Inquisitor with such wonder and astonish

ment that he demands a written record of so strange a story ; 

hence we have the book. 

Gaudentio is a tall , handsome clean-built man of a very 

polite address and such an engagin~ aspect as bespeaks favor at 

sight . He seems near fifty now . He is a man of good sense and 

fine discourse . Having lived in f'orei gn countries his accent is 

not pure Italian. He speaks almost .all the Oriental languages , 

and has a competent share of other learning . He has an ease in 

conversation that is almost bewitching. He is a Roman Catholic 
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with a competent knowledge of and veneration for holy mysteries . 

His life story to the Inquisitor follows : 

As a lad of nineteen , while in the University of Paris, 
Gaudentio learns , by letter from his only brother , of the 
death of his father and mother , occasioned by a deep melan
choly brought on through loss of life possessions ravaged 
from merchant ships by pirates . Not having finances for 
university expenses , Gaudentio joins his brother, who has 
fitted out a small vessel containing the shattered family 
fortune , and they, in company with twenty- three men, set 
sail from Raguso , Italy , on a trading venture into the Near 
East , on March 1, 1688. While in route to Alexandria , dur 
ing a prodigious early morning fo g , they find themselves 
forced to battle with pirates , who destroy the entire group 
save Gaudentio alone . He , with a pistol shot in his leg, 
and with his hands bound securely awaits vengeance on his 
own head , but by the interposition of a Persian woman he is 
s~ved , taken to Grand Cairo and sold as a slave . His 
purchaser , supposedly a merchant of about forty, is of a 
serene , venerable appearance . He inquires concerning 
Gaudentio 1 s learning , being interested, not in a servant, 
but a scholar who can give him an account of the arts and 
sciences , laws and customs of the Christians. Gaudentio is 
introduced as a European Ch~istian a~d a scholar who has a 
working knowledge of navigation , geography , astronomy, and 
other sciences , together with skill in music and painting. 
On the consummation of the purchase Gaudentio is astonished 
at such unexpected civilities.on the part of the .merchant 
and his attendants , who emb r ace him and welcome him, call
ing him brother. Then he is offered his choice of freedom 
or future life as their companion in the most opulent 
country in the world . He is utterly shocked with such an 
offer, but through gratitude and curiosity he resigns him
self to the conduct of his benefactor and father, as he is 
permitted to call him, and promises to fol low him to the 
end of the world . 

Some days later the Popha~with his handsome attendants, 
and Gaudentio, seisout a little before sunset, as is custom
ary in those countries . under the guise of merchants, 
traveling by dromedaries along the Nile , leaving it eventu
ally to the left and steering their course directly for 
Upper Egypt . The Pophar leads ' the van, the rest, eleven in 
number, fol l ow in a pretty l ong line after him, Gaudentio 
bringing up the rear . · 

Reaching the desert of Africa, they embark , as it were, 
on the vast ocean of sand in whi ch , according to ancient 
history , whole nations have perished. · Then Gaudentio be
comes occupied by a series of reflections: he becomes pe~
suaded that he is in company with heathens and idolaters, 
who superstitiously kiss the earth, and look worshipfully 
toward the s~n; then the thought dawns on him that he is 



perhaps destined for a human sacrifice to some heathen 
God in the midst of the vast desert . 

The moon is in its first quarter , thus furnishing a 
guiding light till toward dawn ; the glittering sands 
contain an abundance of pebbly gravel which shine like 
jewels or crystals increasing the light and aiding them 
in their course . They travel at a vast rate . The pace 
of the dromedary being more of a run than a gallop like 
tna~ of a mule , going a~ ~he speed of nundred t\ enty 
Italian miles from s ix at evening till about ten the 
following day. Night travel is obligatory; the heats 
of the day are insufferable . A journey of some days 
brings them to an oasis , a hospitable vale where the 
burnt hills of sand on either side make the green trees 
more cha rming. The singing of birds , the many fruits , 
and the perfumes from the aromatic shrubs render the 
place delicious beyond expression . Then come prepara
tions for the heathen worship . Gaudentio looks aghast 
at the strange sight. They march in a mournful sort of 
single file procession through the deepest vale in the 
oasis to the finest natural amphitheatre describable . 
Only the odoriferous greens , the sky , and the vistas of 
the glorious vale are discernable. At the upper part of 
the amphi thea tre stands a pyramid after the manner of 
those of gypt , which bears an altar and the statue of a 
venerable old man , done to the life · of the finest polish
ed marble or some stone of infinitely more value. Again 
Gaudentio feels himself the sacrifice . The Pophar , see
ing him at a distance , calls him fort h . Feeling it the 
propitious time , he spealcs : "Father/' he says, ~·ram 
willing to perform all your commands , where the honor of 
the supreme God is not called in question . I am ready 
to die a thousand deaths rather than to give His honor . 
to another . I am a Christian , I believe one only God , 
the Supreme Being of all beings , the Lord of the 
universe . I cannot join in your idolatrous worship . If 
you are resolved to put me to death on that account , I 
offer my life freely . " Gaudentio is answered withe. 
warm smile , and is assured that his companions are not 
so inhuman . The religious ceremony , the Pophar explains, 
is performed in honor of their deceased ancestors, for 
Whom they have great veneration , and they proceed with 
the performance; when it is finished , he explains that 
they do not believe in the statue as a deity nor adore 
it as a god; they only respect it as a memorial in 
remembrance of t heir ancestor who directed their fore 
fathers to this . place, and who lies buried in the 
pyramid; and furthermore they worship ·a most high God as 
he . · 

Resuming t heir journey, they1 await on the next 
oasis the equinoxial rains . While here, by means of a 
small disk, a gift from his mother which Gaudentio wears 
suspended about his neck, it is revealed that he is 
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related to his traveling companions; his mother being the 
long lost sister of the Pophar . They close the day with 
a thanksgiving for the discovery~ 

The following day Gaudentio, with astonishment , learns 
the history of his ancestors who prove to be the first 
inhabitants of Mezorania , later known as Egypt . 8 They 
were· a peopl e who were not ed for justice and knowledge and 
who for four hundred years enjoyed the blessings of peace 
without guile or deceit , till the invasion of the Hicksoes , 
descendants of Cush , a people who were as wicked as the 
Mezoranians were innocent and happy . Before these invaders 
they were defenseless . Knowing the shedding of blood to be 
the first crime punished by God , they took warning by so 
terrible an example , and sought refuge in flight . Being 
adept in the knowledge of arts and sciences , one division 
contrived boats in which they passed by way of the Red Sea 
into the Southern Ocean and it is alleged became the 
ancestors of the Chinese ; a second division was lost to 
history; and the third , the ancestors of Gaudentio, led by 
a venerable patriarch , a desc endent of the learned philos
opher Thoth , sought refuge in the oasis of the desert. 
When their numbers had increased beyond the capacity of 
their realm, they migrated into the marvelous country now 
their home . 

The ancestral story ended, the company take up thei r 
passage and travel many days toward the Southwest until 
they arrive at the seat of their Utopian felicity , which 
is completely severed from all civilization ; where they 
know neither war nor invasion , and hold no commerce with 
the world ; where they escape the contamination of vices , 
and depend upon the dictates of nature and reason fo r 
guidance in reli gi on, and for formulation of civil laws 
whose first principles are elemental justice . Their only 
contact with the world is made by the occasional visits 
to Grand Cairo and Alexandria with the double purpose of 
accumulat ion of artistic information , and ancestral 
worship , to which venerati on leads them , as the star in 
the east let the wise men . They are worshippers of the 
sun , idolaters, yet believing in the "El , " the power 
beyond the sun . 

In their civil polity , the Grand Pophar, by virtue 
of descent is head of all . He is administrator in 
things both temporal and s piritual. serving as father , 
esteeming the rest as chi ldren and brothers in one great 
fami l y , of which each member f eels himself apart . 

8 

Berington , for his background, draws from a delugian 
legendary source rather than from Canonical hi story as 
recorded by Moses . 
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Gaudentio is eventually married to the divine 
daughter of the Grand Pophar , and through a period of 
some thirty years he experiences supreme happi ness in 
this Edenic Utopia . Eventually his family dies . He 
yields to a desire to end his days as a Chr istian in his 
own native Italy. Accompanied by the Pophar , who in time 
becomes a Christian , he makes the long journey , ·arriving 
at Venice, December 10 , 1712, thence to Bologna , wher e 
his relation of some extraordinary experiences arouses 
suspicion which brings about his summons before the 
Inquisition , from which he obtains his libert y after 
t hree years spent in the cells. 9 

II. The Relation of Gaudentio di Lucca to its Utopian and 

Imaginary Travel Prototypes 

The high spiritual and poetic intensity and the hallowed 

purity with which Gaudentio di Lucca is charged sets it 

strangely apart from its Utopian and Imaginary Trav el prede

cessors , but the concrete f orm in which Berington incorporated 

his exemplifying principles .or ideals is identical with them. 

This likeness in structure and the identity of purpose of the 

authors in employing travel interest for the diffus ion of 

current ideas, furnish the student an interesting game of 

compari son and contrast; however , with no stated proof from 

any source, one feels a hesitancy in saying , emphatically, 

that Berington read this .or tha t book of Imaginary Travel, 

or that he was familiar with this or that Utopian tradition . 

Qaudentio ~ Lucca itself is sufficient proof of his wide 

acquaintance with world literature , both anci ent and modern; 

9 
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Gaudentio -9:.!_ Lucca, published by Charles Gilpin , London,1850 . 
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hence one is at liberty to allege that he had read the most 

important of the travel works . The well known productions of 

Garcilasso de la Vega, of Thomas Campanella , and of Denis 

Vairasse are analogues of Gaudentio di Lucca . An acquaintance 

with them must have given Berington impetus to write such 

parallels of ideation expanded into a cogent performance which 

reflects dignity of sense and learning. 

Since this travel novel , possibly because of its disputed 

authorship, has not retained its merited literary status , a 

full registry of its parallels and prototypes is demanded . 

The animating principle of divine order in Berington ' s Utopia 

is similar to that of the Incan order of Garc ilasso, and the 

ideas of Berington and of Garcilasso touching social , civil and 

divine law coincide so uniformly it is logical to place the 

Incan history among Berington's source materials . In each of 

these systems, social authority is mai ntained by a pyramidal 

supervision , wherein designated rulers take notice and give 

information concerning faults or irregularities of subjects 

under their charge ; in each sys tem , Reason and Justice a r e the 

guiding powers in the solving of social problems . The philos 

ophy of the socialist , "that every man has an equal right , and 

that all things belong to those who need them most , 11 is likewise 

the philosophy of both the Incans and the Mezora:nians . There 

are also parall el s -in their regimented games, in hunting 

expeditions, in emphasis upon industry of ·women , and in the 
10 

Simplicity of laws and excellence of judicial procedure . 

10 
Dr . Ellison , .QE.. cit . 
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The great ruler of each nation , the Inca and the Popha~, 

serves as protecto r of his countr y , dominated by the spirit of 

benevolence and altruism , and become s a father toward his 

children , among whom he shows no partiality, but on the contrary 

manifests great interest in ministering to the needs of his 

subjects . Successive administrat ion is intrusted onl y to 

subjects with great moral and intellectual capacities . 

In religion each system is directed by reason dominat ed by 

ven eration of ancestors and worship of the sun; and each is 

conscious of an infinitely wise , supreme power beyond human 

conception , which the Incas term "Pachacamac , 11 and the 

Mezoranians the Hebrew "El 11 or "Elohim. " 

Campanella, a monk, wrote his Civitas Solis, or ideal 

Utopia , as an actual prisoner , revealing no bitterness because 

of suffering , but maintaining , consistently , the loftiest 
11 

inspirational ideals. Beringt on , a priest , under t he guise 

of the Italian Gaudent io , wrote his paradisiacal Utopia as an 

imaginary prisoner with the same colorings of human sympathy , 

adorned with poetic fancy . The exalted ideals of Campanella , 

Without question, inspired Berington, and reproduced themselves 

in his dreams of universal brotherhood . The lives of both men 

were guided by nature and reason . , Neither was a deist ; neither 

was willing to sacrafice his revealed religion for a natural 

one. Both were social philosophers . The principles by whi ch 

their two Utopias govern themselves in the social , politi~al , 

11 
I t Ideal Empires and Republics, ed . rn:. Walter Dunne , 
n reduction, p . xiv-.~ 



and religious realms demand special attention . Collectively 

their individuals labor for the common good of all , honoring 

agriculture ; individually each seeks the perfection of his 

body and soul . The essences of life, of each Utopia, are 

equality , sacrifice of self for the community , and the 
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banishment of egotism through the abolition of class distinction . 

Each shows a dislike for commercial exchange and a depreciation 

for money; each shows high regard for intellectual and artistic 

pursuits ; each intrusts power only to the wisest and best ; all 

public offices are held by those who are peculiarly distinguished 

by merit . The state control of produce and the state oversight 

of children after a certain age are features common to both. 

Campanella is the originator of the geometrical design by 

which he lays out his City of the Sun, of marvelous beauty and 

splendor , but Berington , using Campanells's pattern, expands 

his Oi ty of Phar into a more elaborate design of the. sun and 

its rays . Being guided by beauty and symmetry of form, he 

develops an alluringly graceful effect . The City of the Sun 

is built of seven concentric circles , having four streets which 

extend in the direction of the four points of the compass and 

lead through massive gates in the walls . In the center of the 

city is the temple; within the temple , in a vault, are represent

ed all the stars of heaven from the first to the sixth in 
12 

magnitude . Berington's City of Pharis built in concentric 

12 
Ideal Empires and Republics , .9.J?.• cit ., pp . 276 - 2'79. 
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circles with the temple in the center , but his circles are 

not restricted to seven in number; they are determined by the 

number of people to be accommodated . His circular streets are 

cut into segments by twelve avenues according to the signs of 

the zodiac , pointing to the temple in a straight line like rays 

of the sun . On either side of the streets , both straight and 

circular , are rows of cedars with intersectional miniature 

gardens and flowing fountains . In all , it is a portentous 

garden , by which a large river flows , divided by locks into 
13 

three channels . In the Edenic Utopia of Mosaical record 

were all trees pleasant to the sight , and by the garden flowed 

a river which parted and grew into four ; and the Eternal City 

of the Apocalypse is described as being four square, surrounded 

by a lofty wall in which there are twelve gates , and all over 

and through the city radiates the light of the glory of God . 

The atmosphere of Berington 's city bears evidence of familiarity 

with the first Edenio garden and with the entrancing vision of 

John . Campanella , having obligatory military service for both 

men and women , built his city in view of offensive and defensive 

warfare , but Berington's Mezoranians learned from their earliest 

ancestors, even from ~he sin of Cain , never to shed blood , which 

shows , as in a few other instances , his spiritual dictates 

pointing ba~kward to sacred history . 

The Imaginary Voyages Histoire des Sevarambes and Gaudentio 

.!!. Lucca have no like characteristic qualities prior to their 

13 
Gaudentio ~ Lucca , pp . 142-147 . 



Utopian elements , but here parallels abound and a few contrasts 
/ 

appear . Both the Sevarambians, of Persian origin and the 

Mezoranians , of Egyptian strain , have points in common with the 

Incan civilization and with the City of the Sun . Dominated by 

rationalistic ideas , each favors simplicity in law, abolition 
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of class distinction , and the extermination of all corrupt moral 

practices . The inhabitants, in both instances, are a resource

ful , inventive people , uniformly dressed, having no care for 

material wealth and no pride in honors save those awarded through 

service to the state . The Utopias are each governed by a 

paternal ruler who is individually responsible for the welfare of 

his subjects . supervising a pyramidal system of state officials , 

which is char ged not only with maintenance of law and order , but 

with distribution of necessities , and supervision of required 

work . In each nation justice reigns triumphant . 

The City of the S~varambians 'is also situated on a river. 

It, too , is geometrically arranged; however its buildings are 

square and the streets are straight . Within the center is the 

temple, in which is a great globe of glass representing the 

sun . They, too, are s un worshippers ; however , they acknowledge 

a superior power, an unknowable God , similar to the "Pachacamac " 

of the Incans and the "El" of the Mezoranians . The Seva.rambians 

are deists , who arrive at their conclusions concerning their 

11 Unknowable God ," their belief in immortality, and their 

conception of the triple duty of ma~ to the Incomprehensible 

God, to the Sun , and to the native land, through a rationalistic 



14 
process. 

The foundation for the scheme of Berington ' s patriarchal 

government , which supplies so beautiful a pictur e of legislative 

simplicity and humane benignity , is farther removed than the 

commonwealths of Garcilasso , Campanella , and Vairasse . It is 

modeled after a government that existed in anc i ent Egypt, a 

civilization which arrived at great perfection in civil polity 
15 

as well as in arts and sciences . Berington ' s towns and 

temple are magnificent and superb in likeness to those of the 

Egyptians. The Mezoranians and the Egyptians have the same 

serious disposition , the same inventive mind , equal respect for 

employment which contributes to public service, and they are 

imbued with the same ardent love of country . Their admiration 
16 

for art is similar and their dislike for idleness as well . 

Berington did not rely alone upon his erudition through 

education for the development of his voyage novel . He took 

account in life itself of the social, religious , and political 

revolutions of his day , grasped materials within the great 

radius of his reach, and sent forth his theories which point 

the way to a possible perfection. 

14 

b Atkinson , The Extraordinary. Voyage in French Literature 
efore 1700, pp . ---i:"26-127. 
15-

The Retrospective Review , Vol . IV , p. 332. 
16- -

Loe . cit. --
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III . The Philosophic Concept, Tonality and Underlying Purpose 

of Gaudentio di Lucca 

75 

The Utopias and Imaginary Voyage novels , however fanciful 

their treatment may be , are mirrors of prevailing thought of the 

period in which they are written , and a key to the ideals of the 

best of men . A sympathetic study of their history r eveals the 

progress of human thought through the centuries . Through 

Gaudentio di Lucca can be traced the current reactionary emo

tions aroused by the theories of the deists, of the philosophy 

of Hobbs , and the restive spirit resulting from unsettled 

political opinions and educational estimates of the age . 

Gaudentio di Lucca is a voyage novel bearing , as designated 

on the title page , on the "renovation and progress of society in 

religion , morality , and science . " In ideation , character , and 

design it is a Philosophic Voyage of the Realistic class with a 

measurable balance of calm didacticism and satire. This voyage 

and the two preceding ones are kindred species , but in styl e it 

contrasts to them. Defoe , in Robinson Crusoe, uses the 

colloquial prose of the common- place seaman ; Swift, in Gulliver's 

Travels employs the pithy , succinct, concise language of a great 

genius endowed with a steel intellectual vigor; and Ber ington 

writes the mellow , colorful , rhythmical prose of a man apparently 

invested with spiritual energy , leaving with the masterpieces of 

Defoe and Swift a voyage novel , which may be likened to an 

artistic painting done in a high stratum of life . It is a work 

worthy of universal appreciation , but. unfortunately lost to the 
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general public . 

Berington lived in an age when the church was in a condition 

of spiritual decay ; when bishoprics were sold and given to 

political fayorites; when the struggle of Whigs and Tories was 

at its height; when religious scepticism appeared in deistic 

controversies . He evidently knew of the overlapping of religious 

and political opinions until in time it came to be just a step 

from the concept of religious freedom to that of political 

freedom. He doubtless saw it exemplified in the Free- thinkers of 

both Protestant and Catholic antecedents , who passed from the 

idea of religious independence to that of unrestricted political 
17 

liberty. When he wrote his Document of Ideas, man was begin-

ning to find himself in the long struggle for personal liberty, 

and was turning to find in his neighbor the same human character

istics he found in himself. The tone of this work , Gaudentio di 

Lucca, shows a tendency to temper zeal with moderation, through 

reason mellowed with a spiritual influence . Berington does this 

with a gentle satire upon his opponents, instead of denouricing 

them as followers of Satan . He is not in sympathy with the 

deists . He calls them a wretched people who interiorly laugh at 
18 

religion and morality. With his realistic portrayal of the 

English deist , instead of using a bitter satire, he chooses 

rather "to turn the deists' arguments against themselves by 

setting up the analogy between natural and revealed religion . 11 

17 
Atkinson , .9.E.. cit . 

18 
Gaudentio di Lucca, p . 260 . 

19 
Dr . Ellison , .QE_. cit. 

19 
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Berington pleasantly ridicules metempsychoses by ascribing 

to the Mezoranians the belief of a transmigration of souls , which 

differs from that of the ancient heathen philosopher , not as a 

punishment in the next , but in this life . The substance of t his 

creed is that the souls of different kinds of brutes enter into 

the souls of men , a creed which makes them cons ummat e phys i ogno-
20 

mists . 

In the picture of the harmonious workings of the Utopian 

patriarchal government , and in the unselfi sh concern of the 

supreme ruler for each subject , Berington satirized the executive 

and legislative management of England , showing how a nation , 

instead of being torn asunder by a constant turmoil , can be as 

one loyal exalted family . His plan of government and his ci vil 

punishments for crime reflect on the unwholesome r egime of hi s 

own age , and are reminiscent of the Egyptian type of pract ice of 
21 

sitting in judgment upon the dead before allowing sepulture , 

and to the patriarchal rule of Sacred history. 

IV . The Artistic and Literary Merit of Gaudentio di Lu-coa 

There is no adverse criticism on record concerning Ga udent io 

g Lucca . According to Saintsbury , 
2.2 

i t is inter esting from a 

certain oddity and air of "key" about it , r a t her t han from much 

20 
The Retrosnective R · V 1 VII 327 21- eview , o • , p. • 

~ -, p . 328 . 
22 

~ English Novel , p . 134 . 
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23 
merit as literature ; Professor El ton grants that it shows 

invention and color, and t hat , unlike many fictions, included ad-
24 

equate police intelligence; Clara Reeves classifies it as the 

"work of a master" showing "greatness of design and penetration 

into the causes of the health and prosperity of a state, and of 

the evils that weaken and undermine it---and forever cause the 

ruin of it---such books cannot be too strongly recommended. Let 
25 

me beg you will read Gaudentio di Lucca;" Dunlop associates it 

with Robinson Crusoe and Gulliver's Travels as three great per

formances without superiors . A Retrospective Review correspondent 

praises its unlimited value for hints on social improvement, and 

for softening of harsh laws, as well as its beauty in a Utopian 

venture and as a romance. He also comments on its rich, playful 

fancy, its style , and he not only approves it as a whole, but pays 
26 

it the tribute of his "perfect love . " In addition this writer 

avows "there are not many minds capable of conceiving a scheme 

of action so beautiful, simple , pure, and benevolent as that 

developed in Gaudentio di Lucca, --- and if to be visionary is 

to be such a character as its autpor, would that all men were 

23 
English Literature , 1730-1780, Vol .• I , p . 231 . 

24 
The Progreas of Romance through Times, Countries and 

Manners, Vol . I , pp . 124- 126. 
25 

History of Fiction , Vol . II, p . 598 . 
26 - -

These citations are made and commented upon by Dr . Ellison 
in his discussion . 
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27 

Gaudentio ~ Lucca is distinguished throughout by purity 

of imagination in an atmosphere of refinement, and it is recorded 

with perfect simplicity of style . It merits an equal rating with 

Robinson Crusoe , and Gulliver's Travels. The latter, prominent 

and permanent as it is , runs counter to the general course of our 

literature; not so with Gaudentio di Lucca . It points to the 

ideal and is not satisfied till the hidden beauty of man's soul 

and the divine purpose of his struggle are manifest . If it never 

experi enc es a revival , it is not a work of "hay , wood , or 
28 

stubble , " 

superior soul . 

27 

but of gold , bearing its author's stamp of a very 

This appraisal was made before the recognition of Berington 
as its author; however that does not make Herington less great . 

28 
I Corinthians , 3:12. 



CHAPTER V 

ROBERT PALTOCK'S LIFE AND ADVENTURES 
OF PETER WILK!Ns°"Tl751) 

I. Robert Pal tock and His Voyage Novel 

The Life and Adventures of Peter Wilkins, A Cornish Man , by 

Robert Paltock , a story of unique purity of tone and originality 

of conception , is the best of the voyage productions of the 

middle eighteenth century , but it is now fallen into unmerited 

neglect . As in Robinson Crusoe , Peter Wilkins is a mariner, who , 

after undergoing various calamities at sea is thrown , a lone 

survivor , on a distant uninhabited shore , where his ship is lodged 

in the ribs of a huge magnetic rock ; from it for a time, he gets 

his provisions . Like several of his predecessors , Paltock oast 

his book anonymously on the waters of time, to the mercy of the 
1 

winds and the tides . A contributor to the Retrospective Review 

thinks it incredible that one wfth such strength of imagination 

should have failed to acknowledge authorship of a work character

ized by grace of mind , simplicity of heart and purity of life , 

qualities for which a man should be deservedly proud . 

Peter Wilkins appeared at a season when the gross realities 

of life were beginning to supplant the creations of fancy , 

Vol . VII , p . 123 . 
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developing a matter- of-fact period not favorable for such 

creatures as the a~rial Glumms and Gawreys . Not being able to 

brave the inclement atmosphere , they have dropped their pinions 

and fallen into the recesses of earth. Would that warmer suns 

might dispel such vapors as would call them once more on the 

wing ! 

Robert Paltock , whose fame rests entirely upon this romance , 

was born of Thomas and Anne Paltock (1697) , of St. James , 

Westminster . The parents died in 1701 and 1711 respectively , 

leaving the son 's rearing to the care of friends . Paltock was 

a favorite of his maternal grandmother who left him an inheritance 

of a hundred fifty pounds and her residence at Enfield . He was 

for years an attorney living at Clements Inn , London . He 

married the daughter of an Italian merchant and became the father 

of four children , some of whom grew into prominence. He died in 

London in 1767. 

Paltock ' s book , dedicated to Elizabeth , Countess of North 

umberland , the prototype of his heroine Youwarkee, has known 

some six publications . In addition, it afforded material for a 

pantomine with songs produced at Sadler ' s Wells in 1800 ; a 

melodramatic spectacle , in two acts, founded on the romance was 

acted at Covent Garden in 1827 ; a French translation came in 
2 

1763 , and a German edition in 1767 . 

The adventures of the story are communicated to R. S., 
a passenger on board the Hector , by an elderly man of 
middle size having long blackish hair and beard of extrav-

2 
Dictionary of National Biographz , p . 173 . 



agant length. The ship is doubling Cape Horn, on its 
return to England , when the wind and currents , setting 
strong against it, drive it several degrees to the 
South of the track usually followed by persons navigat
ing those seas. It is on a starry, moonlight night in 
the middle of June, when the days are at their shortest, 
that the passengers observe, at some distance, a black 
cloud, of no extraordinary size or height, moving 
rapidly toward them. The strangeness of its appearance 
brings numerous conjectures as to what the phenomenon 
might portend. The segacious Conductor decides the 
question by causing one of the ship's guns to be fired 
at it . This is no sooner done than they hear a prodig
ious flounce in the water , a short distance from the 
ship . After a violent cry is heard in the air, the 
cloud disappears, returns again, but by degrees vanishes . 
A voice, like that of a person in distress, calls out 
for help . R. S., with seven others, hasten in a boat to 
i nvestigate . They find an elderly man , laboring for 
life with his arms across several light poles tied to 
each other in an odd manner . Distrustingly they rescue 
him, but his courteous thanks for their civility dispel 
their fears. R. S. treats the adventurer with great 
kindness for which he is rewarded . In the course of the 
tedious voyage the hero relates the narrative of his life 
while his listener hears and writes . On the night of 
their arrival in England , the hero dies, bequeathing the 
expenses of the funeral and the profits of the manuscript 
to t he benevolent R. S. In such a miraculous manner Peter 
Wilkins is introduced to the reader . 

At the age of sixteen , Pet~r conceives himself to 
have outgrown the confinement of his mother's apron -
string. He ventures out to enjoy t.he company of his 
neighbors and makes a father of a man whom he intends 
only as a friend . This friend is a man of a small 
paternal estate , which at present has uneasy demands upon 
it. Recognizing that the widow's effects might .be applied 
toward freeing his encumbrances , he works his way insid
iously into the graces of Peter ' s mother by courting her 
thro11gh her son in his encouragement to cul tiva.te the 
boy 's genius . Proud of such a youth , she is inflamed· 
with desire to add what luster she can to abilities so 
applauded. The man wants to dispose of the charge and 
then take the widow . His pro ject works . He proposes an 
academy some thirty miles distant kept by a judicious 
person . When all preparations are completed, he 
accompanies them on the journey. Thus Peter enters 
school with his pockets. heavy with money, which he feels 
can never be exhausted. After sixteen years of idleness 
at.home he has little inclination for nouns and pronouns, 
which begin to pour upon him. "He is ashamed to stand 
declining "haec mulier 11 while his juniors scan Horace 
and turn Ovid into nonsense." 
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In time adventure produces a world of concern for him. 
He takes to himself a wife , then an heir . This necessi 
tates a recruited purse . Entreaties by letter bring no 
relief , but information, instead , concerning hi s newly 
acquired father and later his mother 's death. Despondency 
overcomes him. The consolation of his schoolmaster is a 
specimen of the unaffected spirit which pervades the whole 
work . "It is necessary," he says , 11 some should suffer 
here for example to others; we are much more impressed 
with what the eye sees than with what the heart meditates 
upon . n Peter thinks he talks like an angel, but his own 
restive spirit leads him to go out secretly into the 
world , leaving only a note to his wife , Polly , assuring 
her that if he is ever gainer she shall be partaker. His 
thoughts are uncomforting , but by meditation he calms his 
spirit and reasons about prayer , which he has been omit
ting , though accustomed to its routine from childhood. 
He is led into a series of reflections as to the object 
of prayer , as to whether God hears, and as to the presence 
of God in nature . He decides that he has only been saying 
words on his knees. His reflections work him up to a 
strain of pious fervor , simple and touching . Looking to 
see whether he is quite alone, he steps into a copse , 
falls on his knees and pours forth his whole soul to God. 
With revived spirit , he continues his journey. At length 
he reaches· the seaport, and finds employment as steward 
on a small vessel bound for Africa . He is first refused 
becacise of the softness of his hand, but he declares his 
heart and hand will go to sea together , that his hand 
will harden , but not his heart . Whereas the ship Captain 
decides the inner man is of a hardier , more vigorous 
stamp than the exterior promises. 

For fourteen days Peter is seasick, but he recovers 
and grows into a useful worker . One evening , near Cape 
Palmos in the African seas, they find themselves fallen 
in with a French privateer , with which they maintain a 
contest of great gallantry , but the loss of the ship is 
inevitable . Peter is taken prisoner on board the French 
vessel and bound two and two with his fellows . When the · 
fetters on their legs have eaten almost to the bone, the 
monsieur , fearing he may be reduced to short food allow
ances , commits them, twenty-one in number, to a boat set 
adrift with two day's provisions . The men pass through 
gradual declension from cravings of famine to furious 
longings of the cannibal, each looking with an evil eye 
upon his fellow in search of a victim for food . At 
last , Peter is rescued with the others, taken on board a 
ship and dispatched by the Captain with nine men on a 
secret expedition down the coast, where they fall in 
company with a fleet of boats , and are made prisoners for 
three months . They a.re then sent with a. guard to Angola 
and put to work in removing the rubbish of 8U1 old de
stroyed fortress , where men of different nations are 
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employed ; and Peter fancies hi mself at the Tower of Babel . 
Eventually he contrives to effect an escape in company 
with Glanlepse , a native African . They prosecute their 
journey successfully for several days into the interior 
of Africa , where they have an adventure with a lioness and 
her cubs , and one with a crocodile at a river which Peter 
despairs of crossing. Here human wit proves too great for 
the brutal s trength of the crocodile ; the African c onquers 
and gives his philosophy that "there is nothing but a man 
may compass by resolution , if he takes both ends of a 
proposition in view at once , " a morsel of African wisdom 
which makes such a deep impression that at various periods 
of life Peter recalls it , and finally inscribes it on the 
walls of his later solitary dwelling . 
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In time the two arrive at the home of Glanlepse , from 
whence he set out to wars , leaving a wife and five child
ren , and where Peter spends two years , enjoying the mutual 
felicity of the sable couple , overcom~. with reflections on 
his own interposition of pride Which he concludes mars 
happiness in simple possessions , and decides that one 
should lay hold on commendable methods of improving bad 
circ umstances with a cheerfulness which gives lustre to 
life . With the recognition that the savage had not brought 
home great treasures from the wars , neither had he returned 
to a wife abounding with the good things of life , he yearns 
after England and his own family . His impatience of spi rit 
stimulates him to risk his for t une with some of his 
countrymen , who are confined in a Portuguese fort in seiz
ing the ship~Del Cruz, belonging to the people who had 
captured their own. They sail briskly for many days on an 
erratic course , reduced to perpl exity for want of supplies, 
until one day t hey spy an island , where they cast anchor 
and send their boat to shore for wo od and water , For five 
days they repeat the performance . ·while all are away save 
Peter and John Adams , a storm comes , breaks the cable near 
the anchor and away goes the ship with the wind Southward 
by west . The men , with no ~ewer of control , can only wait 
for the storm to cease . When it does , neither ·kn ows in 
what part of the world they are . The sea grows calm, yet 
t he ship continues its speed , which they attribute to the 
velocity acquired by the violence of the storm. Presently 
they spy a rock of tremendous hei ght , which proves later 
to be a powerful magnet . As they draw near this iron 
bound coast , the ship inc r eases its speed . Adams runs to 
leap upon the rock as the ship dashes to pieces , while 
Peter crouches under the hatches resolving to sink with 
her . Peter's first thought in findin g the ship immovably 
fast in the cleft of the rook , i s to follow Adams , who has 
gone into the other world, then he falls on his knees and 
prays , and resolves that · as· God is the author of his being, 
He has a right to dispose of ' it as He pleases . It is only 
his place to submit . 

· For three months Peter lives on board the ship . Days 



grow shorter and shorter; then comes a seeming eternal 
darkness . During the gloomy season he busies himself 
as best he can . Finally light returns and his spirits 
rise in proportion . He launches a boat , sets out with 
God ' s speed , committing himself to Providence and the 
main ocean , and coasts the rock quite round in search 
of a landing place . For weeks he rows , and at night 
time he drifts to an eddy. The boat rushes beyond his 
power to resist . Down a precipice he goes . Round and 
round he whirls , as the water roars on either side, 
dashing itself against the rocks with an amazing noise . 
At length , on finding the perturbation of the water 
abated , he comes into a smooth stream; then he is 
swallowed in darkness . The boat glides on until it 
comes again into light and reaches the extremity of a 
beautiful lake, with a noble expanse of grassy downs of 
the finest verdure he has ever known , flanked with a 
grove like an amphitheatre; and above all towers the 
mighty rock . Having emerged to light and life , Peter 
is conscious of Providence . He kneels on the green 
sward, pours out his thanks , and asks for guidance and 
a shielding with care . He fixes his attention on the 
extreme beauty of the place , wondering how so much 
loveliness could be beyond the eye of m~rtal. Then he 
decides that it was not made for nothing. He takes up his 
quarters in a grotto of the rock with a sense of divine 
care and mercy rivetted in his mind . His is an abode 
where the earth has never been stirred since creation. 

In time Peter cuts a dock for his boat; he makes a 
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cart for conveyance of water; out of gourds he manufactures 
pots and pans for cooking utensils ; through testibgs of the 
fruit of the land he finds supplies for his table ; from a 
long matted grass he designs a fish- net ; with the skin of a, 
beast- fish he effects coverlets and cushions; from the 
flesh , not suitable for food , he renders oil for light; and 
of soft rushes he makes his bed. After three years, at 
intervals voices through the dark bring a thousand surmises , 
and he feels himself in a land of spirits . Re feigns 
courage to meet them when an object from whence a voice had 
come , drops upon his roof , stunned in the fall. For a 
moment Peter is fixed like a statue, to the earth ; then he 
gathers the curious object into his arms to offer protection 
and discovers a feminine creature wi t .h a chaplet- like lace 
round her head and clothed in a clinging hair-colored silk 
garment , warm to the touch -- an amazing creation of silk 
and whalebone . She , as other Gawreys (women )and Glumms 
(men) of the airy creatures , has no covering save that with 
Which she was born . It is a covering smooth, softer than 
velvet or the finest skin imaginable . Peter learns later 
that the body, when not in fiight , is folded about with 
graundees (wings) made of a sort of whalebone and flesh in 
sections that simulate a robe, but the folds spread into 
two great wings in flight , or when extended one can lie on 



the water in a veritable boat and float as a miniature 
shi p . While t his Gawrey was pursued in playful flight 
a companion brushed against her , causing her to lose 
her balance a nd fall into the trees , onto the roof, and 
down . 

Peter now has her into the grotto . He speaks to 
her , and she answers a few words in an unknown tongue . 
They are musical words , and a voice with t he sweetest 
accents he has ever heard . Peter has dreamed that his 
wife and children are dead , and that she , before her 
departure , sent a message that. she was gone to the lake 
where he would find her and be happy . He wonders if 
this fair c r eature is she . He sets food before her . 
By gestures she expresses kindness and grati t ude . She 
remains with him. During the remainder of the dark 
season they acquire a knowledge of each other's language 
and hold c onversations . The modesty of her carriage and 
the sweetness of her behavior fill Peter with the high
est regar d f or her . This regard grows into love and 
they , l ike the man and woman in Eden's bowers , plight 
simple sacred , bindi ng vows of mutual love , of constancy 
and protecti on . A beautiful union develops . One day as 
they stand a t t he lake shore , she , for the first time , 
springs into the air , hovers with expanded wings over 
her companion , t hen drifts like a cloud which scuds 
before the gale along the face of the heavens, then 
farther t han his eyes can follow, but she returns . 

Time passes and , Youwarkee , as Peter has learned to 
cal l her , makes flying trips to the ship and returns with 
suppli es . She accompanies him on duties through the 
f orest in ga thering supplies and bringing water . While 
on the earth , she is a normal woman , beautiful , winning , 
tender , and devoted . She is endowed with meekness of 
spirit , purity of mind, noble fort'itude of soul, playful 
temper , capacity f or deep reflection , light spirits , 
gracef ul moti on and elastic step. She has vi r tues and 
charms sufficient to raise her on the wings of · the wind 
and enable her to soar in her native element , the profun
di ty of heaven . 

Through the years eight children are born , and 
exchange visits are made by Peter 's f amily and the winged 
f olk of t he far - away land . Peter , to them is a prodigy . 
Because of a prophecy in the sac red traditions of 
Normnbdsgrsutt , the home of our aerial people , that one 
should rise out of the sea and be a lawgiver and a demi 
god among the denizens of the upper regions , Peter , who 
fits the description of such a benefactor , is conveyed , 
by means of a contrivance of his own invention and 
carr ied by an army of Glumms, to the country , where he 
eradicat es the prejudices of a thousand years and makes 
a whol e people ashamed of idolatry . With one stroke of 
his sword he destroys the image substituted for the 
great Callwar (God). 
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Slavery , which cost the British many Parliamentary 
disputes, Peter abolishes in the twinkling of an eye. 
By one sensible speech he makes every man free . In his 
exploits of war he is also successful . He sits in his 
chair and commands victory . He brings down the General, 
and with a whisper , he concludes the war . ~'ventually 
peace reigns in the regions of the heights . Throughout 
the years,Peter unassumingly wears his honor in constant 
association with kings . hile in the shadow of his own 
last days , death takes Youwarkee away . He grows 
restive , and persuades his countrymen to convey him in a 
cloud over the continent of Ameri ca , as they had con
ducted him to their homeland over the ocean . This is the 
cloud which appeared in the beginning of the story from 
which the old man fell at the report of the Captain's 
cannon. 3 

II . Lineal Infusions of Spirit~and Philosophy of Peter Wilkins 

The rebirth in matters of religion during the eighteenth 

century sprang from a regeneration of feeling , from a psycho

logical impulse analogous to the new interest in nature which 

was slowly awakening. It brought a craving for simplicity 
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and a renunciation of all that is superfluous in life . Out of 

this atmosphere came Robert Paltock's Life and Adventures of 

Peter Wilkins , a Philosophic Voyage of the Fantastic type. This 

voyage is a production characterized by a didactic trend of 

thought, being charged with a desire to convince and to instruct. 

It is essentially the expression of a soul with individual charm 

awakened by emotional tendencies , inclining sentimentalism 

strangely in the direction of a fanciful liberty of imagination . 

Paltook is , without question , influenced most by Robinson 

3 
Paltook , Peter Wilkins. 
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Crusoe; however, Defoe confines himself to incidents within the 

sphere of possibility , while Paltock relates many supernatural 

adventures . The two are parallel in the si t uations of the heroes , 

in their ideal self- adjustment , in moral and rel i gi ous dictates , 

and in the colloquial style of narration . Peter Wilkins , 

obviously , has peculiarities of aetherial flights of imagination 

never reached by Robinson Crusoe , but on the whole Paltock is 

master of only the lesser avenues of the heart . The close 

resemblances of the two , with the general inferiority of Peter 

Wilkins , precluded in some degree the possibility of as kind 

reception as its ancestor received. Imitations , however great 

their merit , rarely meet with extensive or lasting popularity . 

It has been suggested that Paltock named his hero for Bishop 
4 

Wilkins of Chester , who , in his Mathematical Magick , discussed 

the question concerning the possibility of man ' s flight . It is 

reasonable to suppose that such a work may have contributed 

materially to the conception of a Utopian story of winged f olk. 
5 

Saintsbury sees in it like characteristics to Fielding ' s 

Amelia , and classifies it as a novel of social reform. It is 

true that the heroine of each author is a tender , exquisite 

image , a portrait of a matchless , loyal and affectionate ·wife , 

invincible in constancy ; each is set against the frivolous, 

immoral , godless world in the same section of England ; and each 

was published in 1751 . It is also reminiscent of Mrs . Behn ' s 

4 
Dictionary of National Biographl , p . 173 . 

5 
The English Novel , p . 145 . 
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Oroonoko in the glorifica.tion of a noble savage , and it pre 

figures romanticism in its love for the wild , its portrayal of 

nobleness in common men , and in the estimated value of the 

individual. It is a work of documentary value , extolling 

reli gion , morality , and the family , and favoring a radical 

application of Christian ideas with daily life . The hero is a 

liberal-minded man , who shows much ingenuity , much good sense, 

and much kind and honest feeling , whose philosophy is full of 

wisdom propounded in occasional aphorisms . His close contact 

with his Creator vindicates the divinity of his origin and shows 

noble aspirations in union with a sublime sense of religious 

worship , such as was the devotion of men before human vanity and 

hypocrisy yielded an abundant harvest like the tares in the 

parable . 

It is not alone with religion that Pa.ltock is concerned . He 

is also overwhelmed with affairs of state . The wars , rumors of 

wars, conduct of kings in respect to courts and courtiers,, treason , 

and rebellion in general , in the air of Pal tock's realm , are 

normal surviving features of earth . In his routine of life ~ by 

h!s own life example , he offers for consideration his philosophy 

that it is well for ministers of royalty - to remain unassuming 

though invested with honor , power , and poss.ession. 

The principle charm of the work consists in the serene 

tranquil air which is diffu.sed by pure tho ught s and innocent 

conversation , and the sublime dependence on the care of the Great 

Father of the universe , wherein all disasters of the good- hearted 

hero never fail to vanish . When subme~ged in the darkness of the 



cavern; when left to himself drowned in the solitudes where the 

foot of man has never stepped since the creation; when cut off 

from any possibility of association with beings like himself , or 

of hearing the accents of a human voice , he is far from being 

crushed by the tremendous stillness . Strangely he composes him

self with an air of comfort and a serene mind , looking forward 

with hope into the future . And the great patriarch of old , who 

walked with God in the eternal solitude and found in that 

hallowed intercourse goodly life and promise , passes , a pageant 

through the memory . 

The reading of such a romance should stretch out a heart to 

the capacity of appreciation for society , for comforts of home, 

and for the affections of kindred , and cause one to feel, as 

Paltock must have felt , that the things of life , which interpose 

between man and man , should no more shut out the clear heavens, 

which smile upon the earth , than does the giant , magnetic rock 

for him. If humanity , too , cot1ld feel .through that depth the 

same visions of the Father , that eternal Friend , it would be a 

different world . And if when man, by the tide of human events 

over which he has no control, feels himself as a stranded 

survivor on a desolate shore , he could repose with such implicit 

faith and singleness of heart on the kind care of a benevolent 

and Almighty Being , he , too, would be superior to every hardship 

and cheerful in desolation . 

Peter Wilkins is like a hero triumphant amidst the tide of 

battle ; he is like a poet soaring' in far- away imaginary spheres; 

he is a philosopher delving into. the mysteries of the univ·erse . 
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No other work of the eighteenth century , within the scope of 

this research , affords a grander display of the energies of the 

human soul, or the capabilities of man's nature than does Robert 

Paltock in his voyage novel , Peter Wilkins . 

III. Appraisal , Literary Merit , and Influence of Peter Wilkins 

The Life and Adventures of Peter Wilkins did not experience 

equal acclaim with Robinson Crusoe , Gulliver's Travels , and 

Gaudentio di Lucca , but it found acceptance in great hearts . 
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6 
With Charles Lamb , at Christ's Hospital , the story was a favorite; 

7 
Leigh Hunt never tired of it ; Coleridge is reported to have 

8 
spoken of it in terms of enthusiastic admiration; Sir Walter 

Scott was a warm admirer of it; Southey , in a note on a passage of 

the Curse of Kehoma says that "Paltock's winged people are the 

most beautiful creatures of imagination ever conceived," and 
9 

acknowledges them as the progenitors of the "Gl endoveers . " 

The merit of the book lies in the spirit that pervades it . 

Throughout the work the author's imagination does riot sustain 

equal flight . It is with the a.ppearance of the heroine , who has 

the airy grace of a fleecy cloud , that he soars highest , but there 

6 
Dictionary of National Biography , p . 172. 

7 
Essays in London Journal, Nov . 5 , 1834 . 

8 . 

9 Table Talk, 1850 , :pp • . 33.1 - 33,2 . 

Dictionary of National Biography , p . 172. 



are other sections that are eminently good . The realism with 

which he recounts his descriptions is also artistically managed , 

suggesting Swift . The scene of the suffering prisoners who , in 

prolonged agony , acquire cannibalistic traits , is painted with a 

master hand , and foreshadows Byron's Prisoner of Chillon , touch

ing the border line of a masterpiece . There is excellence in the 

portrayal of personal magnetism of the hero . Regardless of his 

station in life , he conducts himself according to the good 

pleasure of God's will . The successive events through which he 

passes are masterfully handled . In all his adventures, in his 

power of changing dynasties , in his modeling of states , when he 

is clothed with efficacy , when he miraculously yet unobtrusively 

dominates the lcnown uni verse of the Peter Wilkins realm , ruling 

in simplicity and godly sincerity , he is not more admirable than 

when he lived in solitude, cutting his fagots in the wood , 

flinging them on his back, and trudging home to cook his dinner . 

Verily we look back from the palace and the crowded capitol , of 

his matur r years, t0 his remote solitary grotto , surrounded by 

the pathless ocean, that knew the simple hearted tenant , and 

l ater the affectionate wife and 11 yocoms 1t (children) , who grew 

nnseen of men under the shadow of heaven , where Youwarkee· shared 

Peter 's labors , lightened his hands of half their toil, and his 

heart of all its care; where the boat now rots in the little 
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dock he made; the winds and rain beat down the thatched roof ; the 

remaining fowls roam at large ; where all is silent-- forsaken , as 

if no human eye had seen since the birth of time , bespeaki ng the 

everlasting farewell of man . 



CHAPTER VI 

JOHN DANIEL'S(?) THE LIFE AND ASTONISHI NG 
ADVENTURES OF JOIDT15INIBL ( 1751 ) ---

I . The Life and Adventures of John Daniel, and its Historical 

Affiliations 

The accounts of wanderings of travelers which appeared dur

ing different periods of European literature partake of the 

motives which incited the undertaking, the spirit of ardent 

religious feeling being dominant . The traveler , whether real or 

imaginary , set out as a pilgrim, a merchant , or an adventurer , 

with little or no previous preparation , without knowledge of the 

earth , or of those who are upon the face of it, ready to see and 

hear wonders , and to record the marvelous reports of others where 

the ob ject did not fall within his own inspection. In the 

earlier authentic voyages the mind of the adventurer was , at the 

outset of his journey , -full of ·romantic tales and fables , which 

he had not learned to distinguish from historic truth , and he 

came back with magnified impressions of all he had seen and heard . 

Thus provided, he compiled his narrative from memory , for the 

amusement snd instruction of those who relished miraculous 

legends , and who would have been impatient at the obtrusion of 

uninteresting details of statistical observation, or of scientif

ic Views of man or nature . The real facts , where they were 

suffered to appear through the veil of fiction , served as a 
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frame-work for inventive ornament in later developments . 

Deception was l ikely no t intended by such men as Hakluyt , Dampier , 

and Mandeville . Their publications , defective as they may be , 

excited curiosity. Mandeville ' s book narrates a visit to the 

land where "saints did live and die;" and where every spot to him 

was holy ground , and around him were living foot s teps of the 

Divine Presence , which awakened in him deep and reverential 

associations . His i magination got the better of his understand

ing , and he recorded marvels which gave rise to many romances , 

and which affected reality in fiction by his having accorded 

actual locality to the realm of the supernatural . These 

authenticated voyages , as well as the fictitious narratives of 

the earlier years , which are listed in Chapter One , serve as a 

pattern of inspiration for both the Realistic and Fantastic 

Voyages of the eighteenth century . Those of greatest value for 

the history of ideas received their impetus from the French 

influence in the voyages of Foigny and Vairasse . 

In the year 1751 two Imaginary Voyages took advantage of 

the general prolonged interest in exploration and discovery for 

further exploitation of the Imaginary Voyage , and wrote of places 

never seen , of lands which existed only in the imagination, 

COQntries yet unexplored . The first was Robert Paltock , whose 

Peter Wilkins drifted , fortuitously , to the extreme Southl and 

and found the celestial beings of the aetherial realm , discussed 

in the preceding chapter; the second was the creator of John 

Daniel who , through experiment, left his Isle of Providence and 

made t he inevitable flight to the region of the opposite pole , 



with an extra turn to the moon . Lawndes in his Biographer's 

Manual of English Li teratu.re suggests that the latter wa.s 

written in imitation of the former, but the fact that they 

appeared in the same year seems rather to prove their inde -
1 

pendence. 

Both of these voyages have markings of the actual voyage 

influence, such as those of Hakluyt and Mandeville . They are 

also pervaded by a fanciful spirit found in the aerial flights 

of Lucian , Cyrano, and Defoe . The author of The Life of John 

Daniel was more of the earth earthy than was the creator of 

Peter Wilkins , but he was not an illiterate man . His scientific 

experiment shows familiarity with ancient interests . His 

"magic-carpet" type · of flying machine , which he calls the eagle , 

is reminiscent of the Greek philosopher and scientist of the 

Pythagorean school , and friend of Plato , who, in 300 B. C., 
2 

invented a kind of flying machine which he called a dove , of 
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the drama. The Peace by Aristophanes of 420 B. C., whose distressed 
3 

Athenian soars to the sky on a beetle's back and of 

Regiomantanus, the fifteenth century astronomer , who equipped the 

first European observatory , and contrived a flying machine which 

he called his wooden eagle . The author of John Daniel may have 

known the a·erial fli ghts of the voyages listed in Chapter One·, 

and in addition the essay of Francis Godwin , The Man in the~ 

1 
The Life of John Daniel , Introduction , p . vii . 
2--- . 

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol . II , p . 289 . 
3 . 

~ . ,Vol . XIX , p . 71 . 
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of 1638 , or The Discovery of~ New World in the Moon, by Bishop 

Wilkins (in the same year) , in which he discusses the possibility 

of a flying chariot that "shall convey men through the air . It 

is not the bigness of anything," he says, "that hinders its 

motion , if the motive faculty is answerable --- a great ship 

swims as well as a small cork , and an eagle flies as well as a 
4 

little gnat . " Such suggestions would logically provoke thought 

for the mechanically inclined mind . 

The title page of the first edition of The Life of John 

Daniel bears the name of Mr . Ralph Morris as its author. The 

two editions which follow in the years. 1770 and 1801 are 

anonymous . The 1926 edition is a reproduction of the edition of 

1751 . Extensive inquiries have been made regarding the author

ship of the book , but, as yet , they have yielded no satisfactory 

evidence . Both Daniel and Morris are s uggested as author. 

The work is a record of the supposed transactions of the 

last seventy years of Daniel 's life , told by him and recorded by 

Ralph Morris , a student of Cambridge ; and nephew of the Reverend 

Mr . Williams , of Ralston , Heref ordshire, with whom Daniel spends 

his last years . He leaves his birth and parentage in ohscurity, 

except to say that he was apprenticed to his father, Ralph 

Daniel , a house-smith , frqm the age of fourteen to the time of 

his departure . at about nineteen . 

After having been a widower some eight years , the fa.ther 
brings home a young new wife . She presently falls in 

4 
Retrospective Review , Vol ~ VII , p . 342 . 



love with the son . who, to preclude pending disaster, 
flees from his father's roof. taking refuge in Norwick , 
Yarmouth , Leghorn, the Canaries . and finally obtaining 
passage on a Dutch ship bound for China. After a 
season of smooth sailing , a storm of seventeen days' 
duration wrecks the ship near an unknown coast . Four 
passengers attempt to make their way to land by cling
ing to a floating mast , but two are lost in the tides, 
and the waves wash the remaining two , Daniel and a 
companion , Thomas , on to the sands . They compose them
selves and make their way to a forest , in the distance , 
in search of food , referring themselves to Providence 
for protection . They are soon forced to defend them
selves against the attacks of a wild boar , then to with
stand the onset of an enraged bull, from which they find 
protection behind the double trunks of a huge tree . The 
bull makes a leap to come between the great columns , but 
he lodges himself fast in the cleft , granting to them the 
field of victory . They proceed with the slaughter , and 
with the slices of meat they appease their hunger . They 
next find a lodging place on the crown of a tree over
grown with a creeping ivy like plant, whose summit is 
covered over with fine dry mould and decayed leaves over
spread by shoots of the creeper. In the night they are 
startled from sleep by an uproar of hoarse, inarticulate 
voices which make the very wood ring. A herd of swine 
it was , making a meal in full concert at the new 
abattoir . With the clearance of the ooast and the ap
proach of daylight , the two descend f rom their retreat, 
take their remaining meat, and march away to the rivulet 
for their morning meal , but not in peace . They spend 
hours in trying to resist a plague of f lies . They begin 
their day , their years , their life on the island by dig
ging a pit (with the bones of t he. bull for tools), for 
the purpose of catching bea.sta for food , and by the con
clusion of the first day , they learn by a "little 
expenditure of energy the measure of a great deal," and 
retire at night to their refuge . They are early at their 
work the following day . and the next , and the· next , 
pursuing their task with assiduity for five days; then 
they bait their perfected snare f or their catch. Again 
t~ey are kept awake by strange music , nor do t heir 
pipers disperse with the dawn; they collect treble the 
number instead. The assembly does not break up throu.gh 
the day . Fresh company at evening time comes trotting , 
Whining , with flapping ears to join the chorus. Thomas 
yawns audibly . raising his arms for a stretch. The 
beasts , on hearing the foreign noise and on seeing the 
uplif'ted arms in the tree- top , issue a general snort and 
run for life with great . precipitation , until none are 
seen save an old boar and a , young "shoot" in the pit . 
T~ese they dispatch immediately, and soon serve a de 
licious meal . Of the skins of these beasts , they make 
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bottles . Within a year they have a vast quantity of 
leather , of which they make utensils, and soles for 
their shoes by means of a sharp thorn and swine gut 
thread . 

Time passes and the two e.xplore the place . They 
find themselves on an island about ten by ten miles 
in size , they know not where , an island of high mount 
ains , savannahs , and woodlands which furnish nuts and 
wild fowl . After two years , by means of their trap, 
they catch a young calf , and endure an experience of 
unexpressable disquiet of three nights' duration, in the 
course of which a herd of cattle keep up a hideous din, 
Then the band disperses , leaving only the mother of the 
cal f , which remains without stirring from the place 
and yields herself as a sacrifice to the misfortune of 
her helpless offspring. This calf is the beginning of a 
future tame herd . 

In time the survivors decide upon a location and 
erect a booth ; each in turn gathers material and applies 
himself to the carpenter's task . When the toil is all 
but finished, Thomas fails to return . Daniel goes in 
search and f inds him in great pain . While cutting a 
bough he had slipped from a tree and had f allen upon a 
decayed snag , which penetrated the groin and broke, 
leaving a fragment in the wound. The sufferer, not wish
ing to submit to an operation performed by Daniel , begs 
to be allowed to die . The impetuous Daniel, impatient 
to render relief, wrings f rom his companion the revelation 
of a mighty secret , "that of being a woman . " Without 
hesitancy , Daniel operates with his pocket knife , applies 
masticated leaves of a succulent plant to the wound, and 
protects it with a handkerchief and shirt . The operation 
finished , he ponders over such concealment in gesture and 
action. Before the revelation nothing unmanly had been 
done , now nothing manly, and he philosophizes that "what 
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we take things to be , that they are to us ; and that the 
distinction rather lies in our own true or false judg
ment;" and the previously.friendly regard transforms itself 
into extravagant love , pervaded with a hope that time will 
bring cause to praise Providence for cementing the harmony 
of an inseparable union of affections . 

In a sort of machine or basket , which Daniel makes of 
boughs and grasses suspended on a pole, he carries his 
patient to the booth , trudging along , scaling the mountain , 
not minding his load . For days , according to his best 
judgment, he cares for her . When she recovers , they 
discuss nuptials . She , who has now become Ruth to him , 
reasons about the wisdom of rearing a family , where they 
can hope only to share , as far as they can see , the common 
fate of beasts of the island , but Daniel answers the argu
ment by referring her to the situation of their f oreparents, 
with a belief in the Almighty's impartial regard ; otherwise 
they will distrust Providence and exist in the wilds with 





grows docile , manifests an interest and becomes an ami able 
being. He goes away , and through his influence the inhab
itants become exceedingly courteous to the s t r anger s . 
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When the voyagers learn of the Lunarian sun-worship , Daniel 
presumes to teach them that the sun is not the giver of 
their life , but only a creature , as they , of the Grea t 
Giver of life and Maker of the worl d ; but the Lunaria ns are 
none the wiser for his teaching. The air of the region is 
so thin a.nd the food so light that the travelers would 
starve , but for a leaf which they carry i n their pockets . 
They betake themselves to the eagle and sail away acros s 
the plain , and over the hills , skimming at a va s t rate with 
an amazing ease , when they turn topsy turvy again , but they 
right themselves presently and feel no inconvenience only 
disconcertion . Ultimately they s i ght land and push for it . 
They attempt to alight on a huge rock , but they overshoot 
it and fall into a deep pit , inhabited by horrid monster
man creatures having a Satanic appearance , who receive them 
amiably , treat them courteously , inform them that their 
last stopping place was the moon , reveal to them their own 
life history , bestow gifts of inheritance upon them , and 
regret their approaching departure ; but a restive spirit 
urges the travelers on. They leave the colossal rock and 
the mixed breed of creatures behind them. 

For a long while the adventurers fly in the dark . Now 
and then streaks of light flatter them with hopes of day . 
By lowering their flight earthward , they find themselves 
coasting over a snow- covered land , where all is bare . They 
skim along the barren mountain , then a plain , and in time 
they overtake a long line of pack- horses on which a number 
of people are -traveling. With one of the number , a Flem
ing , they can converse . He at first , with his c ompanions , 
is terrified at the sight of men descending to them from 
the clouds , but he eventually becomes their friend and 
informs them that they are in Lapland . The Laplanders do 
not overcome their concern readily . They form themselves 
in a circle for a sort of invocation to their deity for 
direction concerning the reception . A sort of chief priest 
prostrates himself in the center of the circle , then orders 
the Fleming to inform Daniel that he has returned in spirit 
from the Island of Providence where Ruth , his wife , is 
dying of grief for his loss ; that his s ons are in disput-es 
over settlements , and that mischief is like to follow ; that 
he (Daniel) , is destined for England; that he will safely 
land , be received as a friend , and die in his homeland . 
Then with a general voice the men proclaim their welcome . 
The news preys upon Daniel ' s vitals like a burning f lame , 
almost consuming him, but on remembering that he , too , is 
to die, and in England , a gleam of comfort comes with a 
hope that time will not stretch out into an eternity . 

Daniel soon learns that the Fleming expects to be in 
Holland by the end of the following season for whale fish
ing. They plan the trip together across the mountains to 



Norway . Jacob secures a reindeer, on which he packs his 
eagle , and the three set out together . In a course of 
eight days they make the journey , reaching Froslau, where 
ships have arrived for fishing . The Fleming has no 
difficulty in finding employment , having had previous 
experience , but as for Daniel and Jacob , fortune i s not 
so favorable . The father , with the snow-white beard 
reaching to his girdle , bearing an age of ninety years , 
though a heart as whole as thirty , is not a promising 
aspect for service . With an insight into his uncommon 
adventures , the ship- master admits him , and informs him 
that he , too , is from Ralston , the son of an ancient fam
ily whom Daniel once knew , and he brings information con
cerning Daniel 1 s father during his years of absence. 

Jacob finds active employment as the best of hands . 
With the kind approval of the Captain he exerts himself 
to please . By accident in the capture of a whale , whose 
strength draws the boat under water , Jacob is lost at sea . 
Daniel weathers his load of calamities with his best 
courage. He goes as a guest to the home of the Captain , 
and through his kindness he is conveyed to the home of the 
Reverend Mr . Williams , who hears with great satisfaction 
the life story , gladly gives Daniel a home wi th him , and 
the nephew , Ralph Morris , records the narrative . During 
the ensuing years Daniel remembe5s life as but a journey 
and looks to the grave as home . 
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II . Classification and Characteristics of The Life of John Daniel - - --- -- - ---

In similarity of circumstantial detail, in realistic treat

ment , and in colloquial style , Robinson Crusoe , Peter Wilkins , 

and~ Daniel belong in the same category , but in other respects 

they differ . In concept , character, and purpose The Life of John 

Daniel is Non- Philosophic , Fantastic , and Non-Satirical , with a 

balance of didacticism and surprising adventure . In it the des 

ert island plays the first role , just as the Utopian element 

receives prominence in all performances infltrnnoed most by 

5 
The Life of John Daniel . --------
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authenticated works . Its several publications are evidence of 

an appreciative reading public ; at the same time interest in the 

Fantastic Voyage was declining. Fo r reasons unknown, no critic 

has attempted an analysis; neither has any critic commended nor 

condemned it ; hence all present conclusions are made without 

support. Without question Robinson Crusoe , which is the great 

est outgrowth of the actual voyage , is its distinguished 

predecessor , and Peter Wilkins is its direct lineal descendent . 

John Daniel does not show the vivid strength of imagination 

touching the poetical appreciation of nature , nor the spiritual 

intensity which characterizes Peter Wilkins; but like Robinson 

Crusoe, it is full of graphic realism and is pervaded by the 

energy of a didactic Puritanical spirit , which invests it with a 

sober, earnest morality , and a vindication of the sanctity of 

marriage. The similarity in theme and in treatment of the three 

voyages is extremely striking. In fact , were Defoe yet living 

when this book appeared , one might feel inclined to conjecture 

that he was the creator of John Daniel during a period of lesser 

inspiration . 

Above all of the eighteenth ·century Imaginary Voyages , · 

this production shows marks of the renaissance of sentiment . 

Its heroic virtues are sustained by a profotrnd feeling for.and 

belief in Providence . At times the deliberate style of this 

performance drags into lengthiness , making the frame - work clumsy, 

but it shows some wealth of imagination , which is always 

subordinated to moral purposes . · It stirs the emotions , gives 

satisfaction to sentiment , presents a few seemingly actual living 
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beings and imparts moral lessons . It does not embody abstract 

i deas , as do the better examples of its class . Like Robinson 

Crusoe , it is written for inst~ucti on and pleasure . In the 

work , some half- dozen expressions might be attributed to an 

attempt to set fo rth a criticism of society~ The greatest of 

these is the attempt for the maintenance of universal peace , 

when the survivors have developed their solitary island into a 

patriarchal Utopia , but t his is only an innate desire to 

instruct . The author does not uphold Daniel ' s own loved Isle 

of Providence as a model from which other civilizations may 

learn , but he enthusiastically visual ·i zes England as his 

magnetized ideal , and as his sought f or land of Canaan . 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The Imaginary Voyage novel of the eighteenth century in 

England is a development produced by the engraftment of the 

Utopian tradition upon the narrative of adventurous t r avel , 

whose history is as old as the wanderings of Odysseus , and 

whose vital existence depended upon the prevalent geographic 

and ethnical interests of the age . It is a type of fiction in 

which the Imaginary Travels serve as a concrete motif with 

abstract interlacings of ethical and philosophical constituents . 

The attempt to investigate the development of this complex 

union is not merely a compilation of essays on the theme . It 

is a highly specialized study of the structural adaptations of 

these performances to the arbitrary dissemination of ideas ; it 

is an inquiry into the origin of this type of fiction; a 

critical scrutiny of the relations of each of the voyages to 

its predecessors , and an evaluation of the ultimate influence 

of the type upon the history of fiction . 

These narratives are effective conveyors of the ideas of 

Opionated polititions , philosophers , theologians , and theoso

phists. They are the work of authors who are beset with a 

desire to teach , who are ecclesiastically inclined , who are 

awake and abreast the time , and who are capable of dia.gnosing 

the ills of their age . They are gleaners of raw material from 
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sources as remote as the imaginary flight of Lucian (170 A. D. ) , 

and the pre- Christian era, together with ideas current in their 

own time . 

The entire list of Imaginary Voyages through the ages is 

too long to record . Those listed in Chapter One are, in the 

main, the progenitors of the eighteenth century exemplars . 

Lesser ancestors , not mentioned in Chapter One , are used in 

successive comparisons, when they show peculiar , rather than 

general characteristics , common to individual voyages . Chapters 

Two, Three , Four , Five , and Six of this study contain analyses 

of specific voyages, with observations . upon their relations to 

their predecessors , and their significance in showing the general 

trend of Utopian or Satirical thought . 

The practical end which Daniel Defoe , the moral and social 

reformer, had in view in writing his masterpiece , Robinson 

Crusoe, was that paramount in the minds of his generation , the 

attempt to promote civilization . His ultimate purpose was for 

the edification of his readers; hence his work is not Philosophic 

but Didactic and Non-Satirical . It is a treatise on self-adjust

ment and self- development under · the guidance of Providence , with 

counterpoise of adventure and didacticism. His Consolidator is 

a little known but interesting experiment whose merit strikes 

fire in the mind of Swift . His discovery of the circumstantial 

method and the power of minute realism in fiction place him in 

the foremost rank as a novelist. 

Next in sequence comes Jonathan Swift , the most powerful 

and original genius of the age, a master in pithy , succinct , 
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conci se prose pervaded with a cold intellectual atmosphere . His 

special field is satire . His Gulliver's Travels is a Phi losophic 

Document weighted with current ideas upon social , political, and 

reli gious issues . As a boy's book, it i s unrivalled except by 

Robinson Crusoe in its series of adventures among the little and 

big people , and it is equally striking as a terrible indictment 

of the human race in its exhibition of pettiness and vanities . 

The Voyage of Lilliput is concerned with the exposure of the 

absurd pretentions of man in politics and in religion . In 

Brobdingnag the arts and motives of the petty race are seen f rom 

an elevation ; in the Voyage to Laputa the pedantries of man have 

full scope; with his Struldbruggs Swift pictures life in depress 

ing colors; and in the country of the Houyhnhnms he tears away 

the accessories and artifices of civilization and portrays man 

in the greatest depth of degradation . 

Both Defoe and Swift contributed much toward making the 

seamy side of life popular material for the novel. In the 

technique of the novel Swift continued the realism and 

similitude invented by Defoe, and added to it his gravity in 

development of assumptions . 

Simon Berington , also a philosophical writer and man of 

great learning , measures humanity with a different rule exalting 

all admirable qualities . His Gaudenti o di Luoca , which was for 

years attributed to Bishop Berkeley , one of the noblest figures 

of the period , and one of the great thinkers in English 

Philosophy , is marked by nobleness, dignity, discernment, and 
' 

great erudition. It reflects the antagonistic impulses aroused 



by theories of the Free- thinkers, and reveals the intractable 

spirit of the times. It is an admirable work , and deserves to 

be much better known . 

Robert Paltock, the author of The Life of Peter Wilkins , is 

also a Philosophical propagandist , but his theories are less 

signifi cant than those of Swift and Berington . The concrete 

Utopiain element and the adventure of this work over- shadow its 

theories ; however , it clearly reflects contemporary sentimental 

ity, and forecasts the advent of romanticism. Its didacticism 

is balanced by a naive but charming story of adventure . 
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The creator of John Daniel is a Non- Philosophical writer , 

with a spirit akin to Defoe . His work is a Non- Philosophical , 

Non-Satirical performance , written with the primary purpose of 

entertainment and i nstruction . Like all the eighteenth century 

voyages , it was published anonymously . Despite the investiga

tions made into its authorship this must remain , for the present , 

at least , a secret . 

I1he trends of thought in t his· work are analogo11s to those 

of Defoe and Paltock; however , it is stamp ed by originality . It 

is a geographically realistic treatment of domestic and political 

relations marked with the renaissance of sentiment, and invested 

with a Puritanical spirit sustained by a profound belief in 

Providence . It is the least eminent of the performances of the 

century, but it shows some wealth of imagination , and is dynamic 

With moral and spiritual power. Its frame - work i s not suf

ficiently strong to add to t~e techni cal development of the novel; 

but its compelling sense of actuality is noteworthy . It is also 



val uable as a specimen of the early novel of the Imaginary 

Voyage type , and as a specimen of the diffusion of prevalent 

ideas . 
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The study of the Imaginary Voyage as a Motif in the 

eighteenth century English novel , in its historical applications, 

has afforded an interesting research in some fields whose soil 

has hitherto never been turned . The expanse is a broad one and 

the task is endless, but if the harvest stored in these chapters 

contributes anything to the record of man's expanding culture 

and stimulates an interest for continued investigation by future 

literary workers, the compensation is sufficient . 
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8 . Swift , Gulliver 's Travels , 1726 . 
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NON- PHILOSOPHIC AND NON- SATIR ICAL VOYAGES 

1 . Defoe , Robinson Crusoe , 1719 . 

2. Daniel(?) , The Life of John Daniel , 1751 . 

III 

FANTAST IC VOYAGES 

l . Daniel(? ) , The Life of John Daniel , and all voyages listed 
in section I"""of Appendix--:ir'"exoept numbers five , six , and 
nine . 

IV 

REALISTIC VOYAGES 

l . Foigny , Les Avantures de Jacq ues Sadeur, 1676. 
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2. Vairasse , Histoire des Sevarambes , 1699 . 

3 . Defoe , Robinson Crusoe , 1719 . 

4 . Berington , Gaudentio di Lucca , 1737 . 

V 

VOYAGES OF ACTUAL TRAVEL 

1 . Hakluyt , Principal Navigations , Voyages and Discoveries of 
the English Nation , 1589 . 

2. Dampier , Voyage Around the World, 1697 . 

VI 

IDEAL C OMMON\'fEALT HS 

1 . More , Utopia, 1516 . 

2. Bacon , The New Atlantis , 1617. 

3 . Campanella , Civitas Solis , 1623. 

4 . Garcilasso de la Vega , Royal Commentaries of Peru - The 
~istory of the Incas . Translation . 1633. ~ ~ 

APPENDIX B 

Below are duplicates of letters received from Dr . Robert 
Bracey , Isle of Wight , and author of ~ighteenth Century · 
Studies , and from William Berington , Little Malvern Court, 
Malvern ·if ells , England , a relative of Simon Beri ngton, author 
of Gaudentio di Lucca , discussed in Chapter Four , in reply to 
inquiries mad"e""concerning the author of Gsudentio . 

Dear Madam 

St . Dominic ' s Priory 
Carisbrooke, 

Isle .of Wight . 
March 14 - 1933 

In reply to yours of February 27 - There is an 
account of Simon Berington and a list of his writings in 
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Kirk ' s "Biographies of English Catholics , " Larder . 
Burns , and Oaks - 1909 . 

The ancient family of Berington still 
exists and I should suggest your writing to its 
present representative William Berington Es q. J.P. , 
D. L., Little Malvern Court, Malvern Wells , England . 

Vi th kind wishes 

Dear Ma.dam 

Yours very Truly 
F Robert Bracey 

F. R. Hist - S 

Little Malvern Court , 
Malvern Wells 

April 17 , 1933 

Your letter of 27th March concerning Simon 
Berington reached me . I must thank you very much for 
the same . I am a great , great , great grandson of the 
said Simon Berington ' s brother John (see Burk's 
Landed Gentry ) . Simon Berington was the third son of 
John Berington of Winsley, Herefordshire and Elizabeth 
Woolrich of Dudmaston , Shropshire . He ·was born 
January 16th 1679 , and was , as you know , a Catholic 
Priest, a scholar and a learned author - A list of his 
writings is to be found in Kirk ' s "Biographies of 
English Catholics , 1700 to 1800 . " 

.I am afraid I cannot ~ive you much , if ariy 
information concerning him beyond that , to which you 
tell me in your letter you have already had access. 

For some time he seems to have stayed with 
his oldest brother John (at that time Squire ) at their 
Ancestral Home, Winsley. During that period he acted 
a..s tutor to his young nephew , John , and an amusing 
little story has come down to us in this connection . 
"Uncle Simon" suffered much from rheumatism, which was 
particularly bad when the wind was in the east . At 
these times he remained in bed , and lessons were out 
of the question . Every morning he would send for his 
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nephew and say, "My boy, go and look at the weather
vane and come back and tell me the direction of the 
wind," as should it be in the east , "I cannot get 
up - " This morning expedition had gone on for some 
time when a brilliant idea struck young John . Arming 
himself with some strong string, he climbed onto the 
roof, and securely tied the weather-vane , pointing 
eastward . Coming back he reported, "the weather- vane 
points eastward Uncle" - "Then, my boy , 11 he said , 
"I shall not rise - no lessons today . " The tied 
weather-vane continued to point eastward, and we have 
no record as to how and when the lessons were 
resumed! 

Simon Berington died at Gray ' s Inn , London, 
April 16th 1755. The property of Winsley , with the 
exception of a couple of farms, and two cottages , 
which I still possess, passed out of our hands early 
in the nineteenth century , in the time of my grand
father , William Berington . 

Believe me , dear Madam 

Mrs . J. O. Garrett 
1218 Carrier Street 

Denton , 
Texas - U.S.A. 

Yours very truly 
Wi lliam Berington. 
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